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Abstract

This study considers the reflective thinking ofearly childhood education students

at the end of the first year ofa two-year diploma program at the provincial coUege in

Newfoundland and Labrador. Reflective thinking has been found to be a means of

internali.zing theory, reOecting on practice, and learning meaningful ways to improve and

change practice. Graduates are expected to demonrtrate knowledge of theories and

practices necessary to plan and implement curriculum for individual children and groups in

early childhood settings. A qualitative research design was selected to detennine

descriptive evidence of reflective thinking levels and behaviours for the 7 early childhood

education students who comprised the study group. The students, who w«c selected

from a population of72, ranged in age from 20-58 with an average age of37 years. There

were 6 females and I male. Data were coUected while students were engaged in

discussion groups, guided journal writing, and discussions ofobservations of practice.

There was evidence of622 reflective thinking responses in total. The researcher

concludes that these early childhood education students, at the end of the first year ofa

two-year diploma program, engaged in reflective thinking. The reseaccher recommends

further research and provides recommendations to faculty involved in early childhood

education.
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Chapter 1

batrodUCtiOD

! 1 BacklWlund to the wdy

The provincial coUege in Newfoundland and Labrador offers as one orits

programs the Diploma ofApplied Arts in Early Childhood Education. The diploma

program is offered on-site to full-time students for five semesters which are delivered over

a two-year span. This program is also offered through distance education to interested

individuals who are cuITelltly employed in early childhood settings. These settings include

child care centres. preschool programs, head start programs. family child care homes,

after--school programs, pre-kindergarten classes and family resource programs.

The diploma program integrates theory and practice. Students who study tllrough

distance education lcam the theory component tllrough selected readings, teleconference

seminars., small group study sessions. and individual instruction. The practice component

of the program takes place during practicum institutes at the demonstration child care

centre ofthe coUege, and through 6ddwork placements in the students' community and in

their workplace. Faculty assist students in becoming reflective about past experiences and

the integration oftheary into practice throughout the delivery ofthe diploma program

through distance education. Students, therefore, participate in discussion groups, guided

journal writing, and discussions ofobservations ofpraetice.

According to the National Association for the Education of Young Children

(NAEYC) (1996) during fonnal study and in the workplace, reflection on practice is



central to the acquisition ofbest practices,. and to the refinement of the individual's

evolving philosophy ofearly childhood education. Reflection enables individuals to self

evaluate, to be open to innovation and to be willing to change in order to strengthen their

standards of practice. ReSection assists individuals in considering the role that cultural

background, biases. values, and personal experiences play in their practices. At the same

time, reflection supports synthesizing the theoretical underpinnings of the early childhood

education discipline with daily practices. Reflection can become a learned mechanism

which faciliwes practitioners' depth aCknowledge, skills, and dispositions and adds

dignity to their practice.

Reflective thinking has been written about and discussed within the teacher

education sphere to varying degrees over the years. However, it is only recently that

fiLculty have realized the importance offinding effective ways to assist students in early

childhood education programs to become reflective and to view themselves as self

directed, critical thinkers. Learning about reflective thinking is the first step in becoming

reflective about practices. It is intended to assist individuals in personal growth and in

understanding that they are developing their practices within a field that requires them to

instill critical thinking, self-control, and se!f-direction in the children with whom they

work.

Graduates of the diploma program are expected to demonstrate knowledge of

theories and practices necessary to plan and implement curriculum for individual children

and groups in early childhood settings. Early childhood educators must regularly analyse,



evaluate., and strengthen the quality and effectiveness oftheir work. (NAEYC, 1996). The

individual early childhood educator is key to the quality of dynamic and continuous

interaction with children. According to the Canadian Child Care Federation (1996) the

intenlCtion between the child and the caregiver is the critical component ofquality which

can be encouraged through daily implementation ofbest practices. The National

Association for the Education of Young Children (1991) states that the most imponant

determinant ofthe quality ofchildren's experiences is the adults who are responsible for

children's care and education.

The quality ofeducation for early childhood educators is. therefore. ofutmost

importance. In the delivery ofthe diploma, the faculty have realized the importance of

incorporating reflection as a means ofintemalizing theory, reflecting on practice, and

learning meaningful ways to improve and change practice. It is, therefore, necessary to

detennine whether students are learning to be reflective during their educational

experiences.

I 2 Pumose ofthe stydy

The purpose ofthis study was to determine ifearly childhood education students

demonstrate reflective thinking by the end ofthe first year ofa two-year diploma program.

The sk.ills and strategies of reflective thinking are imponant in early childhood educators'

ability to reflect upon the way they work: with young children. The study may also inform

faculty whether there is any evidence ofre8ective thinking at the end of the students' first:

year of study. so that they may plan for ways to ensure studenu' learning ofthe slcills and



strategies during the second year ofthe program. The research question therefore was.

"00 early childhood education students in a two-year provincial coUege diploma program

demonstrate reflective thinking at the end of the first year?"

I 3 pefinition oficey temu

This section contains a briefdescription ofspecific tenns used in the contcxt oftills

thesis.

Earfy Cbildbood Educator: An early childhood educator is a person who works as a

teacher and care provider ofyoung children in an early childhood setting. These settings

include child carc centres, preschool programs, head start programs. family child care

homes, after-school programs, pre-kindergarten classes, and family resourcc programs.

Faculty: The faculty are the teachers in the coUcge early childhood education diploma

program. In distance education. their responsibility is to deliver aU theoretical and

practical aspects ofthe diploma. In this study, the researcher is a faculty member ofthe

coUegc.

ReRective lbinkine: Reflective thinking is the ability to describe and question one's

practices; analyse through self-evaluation and plan learning goals; evaluate, review and

reconsider through acquired knowledge; and use judgement whcn making decisions about

one's own performance. Reflective thinking can assist individuals in developing a depth of

understanding about the rolc of an early childhood educator, by linking past experiences

with present practices, and projecting future ideas and actions in order to develop

reflective practices.



Student: The student is an early childhood education student enrolled in the two-yea.

diploma at the provincial college who participates in the diploma program through

distance education. Students involved in the study group also worked in their community

in the child care centre or school with young children.

14 Significance gfthe study

Research has demonstrated, repeatedly and convincingly, the impact of educator

preparation in early childhood education on optimal child development outcomes (Amett,

1989; BerIe, 1985; Fosburg, 1981; Friesen, 1992; Howes, 1983; Pence&GoeIman,

1991; Ruopp, Glantz, & Coelen, 1979; Stuart & Pepper, 1988; Whitebook, Howes, &

Phillips, 1990). These findings indicate that the individual early childhood educator is the

primary factor in child care in providing high quality, responsive, positive and

developmentally appropriate experiences for the children.

Data from the National Child Care Study indicate that roughly 70"/0 ofchildren

under age three, and 00-.... ofthose between age three and five, received non-spousal care

while their parents worked or studied (Lero, Pence, Goelman, & Brockman, 1992). The

National Longitudinal Study ofChildren and Youth (1996) reports 1.5 million children

under age 12 were in child care in 1994. An estimated 2.8 million children under the age

of 12 years have mothers in the paid labour force (Prentice, 1997). In Canada, 788,108

children under age six and 1,707,681 children between the age of6 and 13 were living in

families where the lone parent, or both parents, worked or studied on a fuU·time basis

(Human Resources Development Canada. 1995).



Children ofpreschool age who are in fuU·time. non~parenta1 care typically spend

nine hours a day, live days a week, in that environment (Human Resources Development

Canada, 1994). A growing body of research from Canada, the United States and Europe

has consistently shown that there is a direct relationship between the extent to which the

non-parental care is of high quality and:

children's peer relationships in preschool (Kontos & Feine, 1987; Phillips,

McCartney &. Scarr, 1987; VandeU &. Powers, 1983; White, Jacobs, &

Schliecker, 1988) and in e1ementalyschool (Howes, 1990; VandeU &.Corasaniti,

1988);

children's ability to regulate their own behaviour as preschoolers (Howes &.

Olenick, 1986; Peterson &. Peterson, 1986; Phillips et al., 1987);

children's language competency in preschool (Goelman &. Pence, 1988;

McCartney,1984; Melhuish,Uoyd,Martin,&.Mooney, 1990; Peterson&.

Peterson, 1986; Schlieckcr, White, &. Jacobs, 1991) and in elementary school

(Jacobs, Selig, &. White. 1992; Pencc&. Goclman, 1991);

children's cognitive skills as preschoolers (Howes, 1990; Melhuish et al., 1990;

Vandell &. Powers, 1983); and

children's classroom skills and learning strategies at school entry, for example,

ability to rouow multi~stepdirections and to work independently (Howes, 1988;

Jacobs &. White. 1994). (Canadian Child Care Federation, 1996, p.9)

The significance of this study, therefore, was to focus on one aspect aCthe



educational program which may be significant in ensuring appropriate early childhood

educator preparation. This study examined whether early childhood education students

demonstrate evidence ofreOective thinking at the end of their first year ofa two-year

diploma program. According to Kaiser and Rasminsky (1999) the imponance ofleaming

to reflect on one's practice is that "child care practitioners filter all of their knowledge

through the prism of their own beliefs, values and culture. their own temperaments,

emotions and experiences" (p. 33). LaBoskey (1994) identified the foUowing

characteristics ofreOective students in her study:

an orientation to the needs ofthe children;

an ability to take the long-term view;

a concept ofthe teacher as a facilitator;

a willingness to acknowledge that conclusions are tentative;

an understanding ofthe importance oflistening to feedback;

an awareness that teaching is a moral activity;

a penchant for both imaginative thinking and strategic thinking;

a propensity to ground reason in a knowledge of oneself: the children, and the

subject matter (p. 123).

ll...lJnYwi2ni

According to Lincoln and Goba (1985), qualitative research must establish "truth

value for a study and in doing so, its applicability, its consistency, and its neutrality" (p.

290). The first construct is its credibility. Through the selected methodology, participants



were intensely involved in a variety ofactivities which required them to be insightful and

reflective over- a period ofthrec months. This level of intense self-evaJuation provided

several different opportunities to record accurate desa'iptions of reflective thinking. Each

data coUection method was designed to focus the panicipants on reflective thinJcing about

their practices. The three methods were discussion groups. guided journal writing, and

discussions of observations of practice. The intense personal reporting and dialogue with

the researcher during these methods brought a high level ofcredibility to the study.

1be second COnstNct is transferability or- generalizability. The case study's

purpose was to infonn the researcher- about reflective thinJcing in early childhood

education students at the end of their first year ofstudy in a two-year diploma program.

The smaII sample will limit its findings for direct transferability to the larger population.

although there may be general applications to other early childhood education students

who have reached the end of the first year of the two-year- diploma program. Faculty

working in this program may be infonned about the evidence of reflective thinking at the

end of the first year- of study and plan for ways to encourage reflective thinking during the

second year oCthe program. This in-depth study of evidence of reflective thinking is

highly transferable to students when they meet the same criteria as the study group.

thereby establishing internal validity. In order to strengthen external validity and increase

transferability. patterns indicated that students engage in reflective thinking in more than

one activity. In addition, an sources of data were measured against criteria for one single

point: evidence ofreflective thinking.



The third construe:l is dependability or reliability. In this study of reflective

thinIcing. students experienced feelings ofchange in themselves as well as in the natuTe of

their WOf'Ic.. Their work place contexts wef"e not stagnant and continued to evolve in ways

that could not be controlled during this study. These penonal and professional £actOI'1i had

a positive bearing on individu&l participant's contributions to the study and progression

with reOective thinking. These factors were accounted for through documentation and

description during the study. Although the study may not be exactly replicable. because of

changing social constRJcts, the selected methodology could be used in a parallel study to

demonstnlte the findings u dependable. Working with young children in early childhood

settings will never be stagnant, nor will intenction with co-workers and families. The

design of tile diploma program addresses the needs of students to have the knowledge.

attitudes. and slcilJs to work in these variable settings. The nature of reflective thinking is

proposed as a means to strengthen the practices ofcatly childhood educators panJy

bcca.use oftile complexity ofrclationships wbiclt leads to the questioning ofcthics, bWefs.

and values from pc:nonaI and professional perspectives. The methodology. thcr"ef0C'e,

provided high dependability or reliability.

The founh construct is confinnability or objectivity. The researcher needed to be

sensitive to the personal natuTe and professional implications for each of the puticipants.

Participants were encouraged to be truthful and critical while exploring their experiences

and were made to feci that a trustful relationship existed with the researcher. The

researcher. having significant professional involvement provincially and nationally in the



field ofearly childhood education, and having studied this concept of ret1ective thinking,

guarded against having higher expectations ofthe students' participation in reflective

thinking than was evident. Data were collected in natural settings where students were

reassured that their personal stories were being documented, and there were no right or

wrong answers to questions. In the introduction of the study the researcher emphasized

the need for students to participate naturally and according to their own level of

understanding. Students were also told ofthe possible benefits oCknowledge about

reflective thinking and the developmental nature of using reflective thinking to improve

their" practices.

In order to reduce the limitation ofobjectivity, data. were collected in a variety of

formats. Data were then cross-checked through triangulation with audio-taped

transcriptions ofthe discussion groups., researcher's notes, and flip chart notes. An audio

tape was kept ofthe discussions ofobservations of practice and its transcriptions were

cross-cl1ecked with students' self-evaluation notes and researcher's descriptive field notes.

A separate set ofintcrpretative notes was derived from raw data. The Ethnograph V4.0

Software (1996) program provided structure to the coding and analysis procedures which

increased objectivity during the analysis.

~

This study determined whether early childhood education students demonstrated

evidence ofret1ective thinking at the end of the first year ofa two-year diploma program.

Faculty who teach early childhood education at the provincial college through distance

10



education realize the importance ofleaming about the ability of students to use reflective

thinking strategies during their post-secondary studies, in order to better prepare them in

becoming reflective practitioners. The researcher who was a faculty member teaching in

this program. engaged students in a variety ofopportunities to use reflective thinking in

order to detennine whether there was any evidence that they engaged in reflective thinking

on their practice. This study examined the reflective thinking of7 early childhood

education students as written about and discussed by them in discussion groups. guided

journal writing, and discussions ofobseJVations of practice.

Chapter I has provided an introduction to the study. It has included the

background ofthe study, purpose of the study. definition of key terms. significance of the

study, and limitations ofthe study. Chapter 2 is a review of the related literature focussing

on a definition of reflective thinking, differences between the reflective thinking of novice

and expert teachers. conditions conductive to reflective thinking, strategies to aid

reflective thinking, and the reflective thinking processes. Chapter 3 provides a detailed

account ofthe methods and procedures by which the study was conducted. Chapter 4

descnbes the evidence ofreflective thinking of the participants ofthe study as determined

through data analysis. FinaJJy, Chapter 5 summarizes the findings, makes

recommendations. and suggests future research directions and interventions.

11



individuals who are engaging in reflection.

2 I Background t9 Reflective Thinkjng

Reflective thinking in educational practice can be traced back to the work: of

Dewey (1933) when he distinguished between "routine aetion~ and "reflective action.· As

one oftbe founders of progressive education, Dewey (1958) maintained that education be

a continuous reconstruction of living e:tqlerience, and that through reflective thinking.

thoughts are made explicit, the quality of experience changes. and it becomes reflective

practiceporexce//ence (Addison, 1999). Schon (1983, 1987) began to write about

reflective practice in other professions and in teaching. focussing on the innovative

problem-solving practices such as debate about the nature ofthe decisions, the value of

goals, and the ultimate implications ofthe actions being utilized.

The interest in reflective practice during the 1980s was perhaps not surprising. It

appeared to be a time when school teachers and others in education were experiencing a

sense ofdisempowerment and a diminishment oftheir professionalliUtonomy as control

became more centralized (Chalmers & Fyfe. 1996). Reflective thinking in education has

been seen as a reaction to systems which appeared to place the teacher at the level of a

tecluUcian, implementing plans developed by someone else (Sparks-Langer & Colton,

1991). Gradually, experts in supervision, staffdevelopment, and teacher education began

to recognize that teachers needed to be more than mere technicians. Teaching needed to

be recognized as complex, situation-specific; and dilemma-ridden (Sparks-Langer &

Colton, 1988, Zeichner & Liston, 1987). Teachers ofyoung children need to examine

13



their strengths and needed areas ofimprovements, evaluate the relative merits of teaching

practices considered exemplary, and judge appropriateness for their own particular

circumstances. Such teachers distinguish themselves by their capacity for ongoing,

dispassionate self-examination, their openness to innovation, and their willingness to

change in order to strengthen their teaching (NAEYC, 1996).

Reflective thinking challenges the individual to transform information into

knowledge and therefore towards a sense of-knowing,- as described by BeJenky, Clinchy,

Goldberger, and Tandke (1986). Belenky et al. describe successive stages through which

the learner reaches constructed knowledge, -the objective and subjective ways of

knowing, personal experience and the experience of others, seeking to achieve

understanding and actively participating in the construction ofnew knowledge" (p. 143).

Mezirow (1999) found that it is not so much what happens to people but how they

interpret and explain what happens to them that determines their actions, their hopes, their

contentment and emotional weU-being, and their perfonnance.

Developmental psychology has contributed to the new view ofeducation by

emphasizing the individual nature ofleaming, personal learning styles, the influence of

internal motivations and drives, and the complex interplay ofemotional, perceptual, and

cognitive responses to problems. Cognitive science has contributed a wealth ofnew

knowledge about how the brain functions, about the internal structural changes which

occur as a factor ofleaming, and about the role of the individual learner in reflecting on

14



and constructing learning by finding meaning in new experiences that fit with what is

already known (Shipley. 1995).

2 2 Definitions ofReflective Thinking

Early contributions include the significant work ofJohn Dewey. The nature of

reflecti...oe thinking is characterized by Dewey (1933) as a specialized fonn ofthinking.

Dewey"""'"
It stems from doubt and perplexity that is fdt in a directly experienced situation

which then leads one to purposeful inquiry and problem resolution. Central to the

process is the paradox that one cannot know without acting and one cannot act

without knowing. The foundation ofreflective thought is. therefore, to transfonn a

situation in which there is experienced obscurity, doubt, conflict, disturbance of

some sort. into a situation that is clear, coherent, settled, harmonious. (p. 100-101)

What is clear from reviewing the literature is that there are a number of definitions

of reflective thinking. The terms used vary (reflection, reflective practice, reflection in

action, reflection on action), as does the definition of any single term (Calderhead. 1989;

Gore. 1987; Nomce & Brennan, 1988). Hatton and Smith (1995) noted that the tenns are

often ill-defined, and have been used rather loosely to embrace a wide range ofconcepts

and strategies. The literature reflects some important differences in the ways in which

reflective thinking is defined.

Chalmers and Fyfe (1996) found that the definitions given by Cruickshank (1985)

and that ofZeichner (1981) were markedly different. While both writers advocate the

15



development ofreflective teachen through education programs, Zeichner takes a macro or

conc:eptuaI approach in contrut to the mia-o oc 1cchnical approach taken by Cruickshank.

Zc:ichner's definition embraces the critical inquiry approach of Dewey (1933) which states

that rdJective thinking is -an integration ofattitudc:s and skills in the methods ofiJlquiry.

\With the attitudes ofopen-mindedness. responsibility, and wholeheattedness prerequisite

to reflective aaion- (p. 30-32). This definition includes consideration of ethical, mo~,

and political principles which make it a aitical inquiry approach.

Cruickshank's micro approach is a technical approach based on thinking about

one's competencies, and evaluation oftheir effectiveness after implementation, and then

changing behaviour as a result ofthat thinking. In fact, the narrower, technocratic

approach advocated by CruickshanJc has been strongly criticised by Gore (1987) and

Smyth (1989). Cruickshank's approach has been rejected by some on the basis that,

-technocntic rationality limits itself to how to do it. It is the obsession with cala.dation

and measurement. the drive to label all that is human.. It represents the devaluation and

marginaliza1ion offeding...and malforms individual and social growth- (Hatton & Smith,

1995, p. 34). It is also clear that the Iitcnture highlights the need for faculty and students

10 be dear about how this term is being defined.

Van Manen's (1977) wotk depicts a developmental sequencing or hienuclly with

ditrererrtlevds ofre6ective thinking referred 10 as technical reflection, practical reflection

and critical reflection. Technical re8cetion is described as the level at which the teacher

considers the best means to reach an unexamined end. It involves the everyday thinking

1.



and acting - partly routine., partly composed of intuitive thought and partly reflective ofthe

immediate circumstances and how to improve them (Van Manen, L991). Cruickshank:

(1987) reinforces the tcchnical definition as the ability to analyse one's own teaching

practice. At this leve~ teachers would assess their teaching performance in a structured

pre-designcd situation to detenni.ne the effectiveness of their daily practices and how to

pcrfonn them better.

At the practical level, the teacher considers not only the means, but also the goals

and the assumptions upon which these are based, and demonstrates the ability to discuss

and negotiate through language to improve the aetuaI outcomes. Schon (1987) uses this

second level to describe reflection in action as the process through which teachers leam

through continuous action and reflective thinking on everyday actions. Van Manen (1991)

includes in this level the ability to consider everyday experiences and incidents, and to

formulate practical principles and limited insights into the effects oftheir teaching on

children's experiences.

A third level is that ofcritical reflection. Critical reflection builds on the first two

levels and occurs when teachers examine the issues of ethics, morals and justice in

education and open up a discourse about the role of schools in a democratic society.

Critical reflection locates any analysis of personal action within wider socia-historical and

politico-cultural contexts (Noflke & Brennan, 1988; Smith&Lovat, 1991; Zeichner&.

Liston, 1987). At this level one makes judgement about professional activity and whether

or not it is equitable. just and respectful of other persons (Van Manen, 1977). In early

17



childhood education, standards ofbest practices include compliance to a code ofethics

with obligations to children, parents, co-workers and society at large. Reflective thinking

at this critical level includes examining the role that educators' cultural background,

biases. values and personal experiences play in their teaching. Educators may conduct

action reseaTch in their classrooms or coUaborate with educational researchers to examine

their practices critically (NAEVC, 1996.) The critical level ofrefleetion involves

reflecting on the way one reflects and developing theoretical underpinnings and critical

insights about OUT experiences and those ofthe children we teach (Van Manen. 1991).

Much teacher education research has focussed on teacher education programs

designed to promote reflective thinking on aU three levels (Chalmers & Fyfe, 1996). The

majority of the research has taken place in preservice teacher preparation, and more

success has been achieved in promoting technical reflection than critical reflection

(Zeichner & Liston, 1987). In a more recent study of preservice and inservice teachers at

Murdoch University in Australia, varying levels ofreflective thinking ranged from

superficial to deeper levels. At the superficial level, teachers were descriptive ofteaching

and learning strategies and carried out simple analysis ofconceptual development and

outcomes. At the deeper levels, teachers engaged in critical analysis of issues and could

constNet their own views about education from experience and evidence (Schibeci,

Hickey, & Speering, 1999).

For the purpose ofthis study, the definition of reflective thinking has been drawn

from a variety ofthese sources. As defined in the Definition of Terms, reflective thinking



is the ability to describe and question one's practices; analyse through self-evaluation and

plan learning goals; evaluate., review and reconsider through acquired knowledge; and use

judgement when making decisions about one's own performance. Reflective thinking

assists individuals in developing a depth ofunderstanding about the role ofan early

childhood educator by linking past experiences with present practices and projecting

future ideas and actions in order to develop reflective practices.

2.3 Differences Between the Reflective Tbjnlcjng of the Noyjce and the Expert Teacher

The literature indicates that the quality ofreflective thinking by the novice is

different from the experienced educator. More experienced teachers put eenain routines

into automatic action with little conscious attention. This "automaticity'" enables the

teacher to peflonn some behaviours unconsciously while attending to those events that are

more novel or important (Chalmers & Fyfe. 1996). Novices. on the other hand, will

attend to the immediate situation in isolation ofpast experiences and future projection of

ideas or actions. Therefore., the ways in which faculty help teachers and novices to

develop the skills and strategies of reflective thinking have to acknowledge these

differences.

The hierarchy referred to by Van Manen (1917) as technical, practical and critical

re6ection, indicates that there is a developmental sequencing which is acquired over time

and through experience. In this developmental context, the work of Dreyfus & Dreyfus

(1986) identifies five levels or stages of teacher development as novice. advanced

beginner. competent. proficient, and expen. In terms ofviewing oneself as a lifelong
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1eamer•• devdopmental view ofthis novice to expert. process, Katz (1972) describes four

sta,ges: survival. c:on5Olidation, renewal. and maturity. Inservice students can be involved

in re8ecting on their own progress through these stages by noting their needs in CUlTent

stages and preparing for the foUowing ODes. Students can document their successes and

mistakes in previous stages, and be involved In discussion with peers. Knowles (1980) ties

this same notion to adult education principles and recognizes the vocational tasks of adults

from early adulthood through to oider aduhhood. This psychosocial aspect ofadult

development impacts on both penonal growth and professional growth. TIle application

of psychosocial theory to the novice to expert notion is further supported by Gratz and

Boulton (1996) in their research on the application ofErikson's (1963) framework ofeight

stages ofthe life cycle through. developmental sequence.

Reflective thinking lnvolves looking back: as well as looking ahead. According to

Dewey (1933), ~the closer- the process ofrdlection moves 10wards a resolution of tile

problem. the moce critical it becomes to examine past events and experience- (p. 64).

2 4 Conditions ConsIuciyt: to Rdle;tjys; Thin!cing

Reflective thinking in educ::arional practice is dependent on • number" ofconditions

in order'lo develop and be sustained. Dewey (1933) noted that the attributes ofopenness.

wholcAeartedness. and responSIbility. together with the skills ofobservation and analysis,

are needed in order for students to be reflective. While these are the student conditions

necessary for reflection 10 flourish, there are also faaJlty considerations which are

necessary if reflective thinking is to be developed and sustained. These considerations
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include supPOrt. security. and coUegiality (Nias, 1984a, 1984b).

Reflection develops best when students feel secure. It does not work well in an

atmosphere offear. insecurity or stress. In other words. if students are to be brave enough

to reflect, they must not feel threatened by the way others may react to the results of such

reflection (Chalmers & Fyfe. 1996). In one important respect, reflection cannot be left to

students: it has to be supported by others (Rogers,. 1980). Rogers,. writing as a

psychotherapist, argues that, "individuals have within themselves vast resources for self·

understanding and for altering their self-concept!, basic attitudes and self-directed

hehaviOUT" (p. 115) within a supportive envirorunent.

Duff: Brown and Van Scoy (1995) found that a nurturing, supportive environment

is needed for teachers ofyoung children to reflect on their practices and internalize

professionally acceptable expectations and standards. Mcintyre (1988) notes that

knowledge and undentanding about teaching is tentative and that it should be viewed as

such by lulors. mentors, and students. According to Zeichner and Liston (1987), the

reflective teacher is one who views knowledge as problematic rather than certain, who

views the role of teacher as moral craftsperson rather than as a skilled technician,. and the

curriculum as reflexive rather than as received. Much research suggests that reflection

develops best where a problem-solving approach is adopted (Addison, 1999; Calderhead.

1988; Mclntyre,1988; Zeichner&. Liston, 1987).

Rogers (1961, 1969, 1980) maintains that personal development is facilitated by

genuine aceepta."Ice by oth~. This has great relevance for professional and personal
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devdopment in teaching. In particular, it points to the importance of working

collaboratively with coUeagues and developing open. trusting relationships. Such

relationships should not only provide an alternative source of insights into our own

practice, but should also provide the support to face and deal with whatever issues may

arise (Chalmers & Fyfe, 1996).

Much ofthe literature related to re8ection indicates that the act ofrefiective

thinking is no easy task and does not necessarily occur naturally. Those supporting the

development of reflective thinking need to understand that re8ection is a difficult and

uncomfortable process for some students. Kortagen (1988) found in his study of students

on a pre--service teacher education course designed to promote reflection that not all

students seemed to benefit. Faculty had assumed that students learn to teach with an

internal orientation, that is, that they use their own knowledge and values to examine and

evaluate their practice. What they found, however, was that some students used an

external orientation in that they expected to be told how to teach and that they expected

others to examine and evaluate their practice. It is agreed by many writers, however, that

more research into how reflective thinking operates in practice is necessary (Calderhead,

1988; Mcintyre, 1988).

Some research (Hoover, 1994; Staton. 1987; Zeicltner and Liston, 1987)

suggests that reflective thinking is a learned activity which requires a carefuUy planned set

ofexpenences. Other researchers (Field & Field, 1994; Wildman, Niles, Magliaro. &

McLaughlin, 1990) believe that the ability to reflect formally on teaching practices must be
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taught. They claim that after fonnal training in reflective thinking practices. teachers will

then know bow to stand back and observe objectively what they ace experiencing, have

experienced, or will experience in the future, prior to discussing it more meaningfully. The

American Psychological Association (1997) states,

Thinking about thinking as a leamer-centred psychological principle involves

higher order strategies for selecting and monitoring mental operations which

facilitate creative and critical thinking. This enables learners to reflect on how they

think and learn, set reasonable learning or performance goals, select potentially

appropriate learning strategies or methods, and monitor their progress toward

these goals. (p.2)

The internalization or reSection on one's practices must be as carefully thought out and

intentional as planning a curriculum for a group ofyoung children (Duffet aI., 1995).

Course planners and faculty need to ensure that students understand the rationale

for the reflective thinking activities in which they are invited to engage (McIntyre, 1988).

It is clear from the literature that students begin their courses with their own diverse

preconceptions ofwhat teaching involves and how it can be best be learned (Calderhead,

1989; Zeichner & Liston, 1987). For the acquisition of reflective thinking to become less

difficult and more attainable. those involved with supporting students need to start with

the students' own agendas (Smyth, 1987). They must frame the problems upon which

they wish to reflect and modify practices (Seifert, 1998). Relevant to this concept is the

work ofBelenky et aI. (1986) w"jch focuses on the experiences ofwomen and their
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particular learning processes. Supported by Gilligan's (l982) research on women's moral

development based on responsibility and care. Belenky et al. documented the struggle that

many women have experienced in traditional schooling approaches which denied the

relevance oftbeir personal and subjective Icnowledge to the topics that were being taught.

Reflection in learning acknowledges personal experience. supports making the

intercoMcctions with accepted theoretical notions, and challenges the learner to make

links and associations between and amongst intrinsic and extrinsic knowledge concepts.

Reflection often involves change, and research has shown that change is not

without its difficulties (Jewett, 1998; Ruddock, 1988). Ruddock outlines how change and

the process ofrcflection influenced a group ofscbool teachers. She acknowledges the

difficulties that experienced teachers have in identifYing the values and assumptions which

underlie their practice. Jewett noted that teachers may realize that for a long time they

had been responding in a way that is tar from optimal and experience regret over lost

opportunities; they may also fear the tough work ahead brought about by reflection and

change. Ruddock concludes that notwithstanding the difficulties encountered in reflective

practice. teachers' decisions to use such practice empower them at a time when feelings

abound that they are demotivated and disempowered.

According to the findings in the study Caring/or a Living (Canadian Child Care

Federation & Child Care Advocacy Association orCanacla, 1991) and its updated version

You Bet I Care! (Doherty, Lero, Godman, LaGrange & Tougas, 2000) early childhood

educators feel undervalued by society and this is evident in the low wages paid to this
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sector in relation to the level of respolWbility they have for the developmental outcomes

ofyoung children. Dawn Francis (1995) believes that teachers need to develop attitudes,

skills, and confidence to frame their own agendas, use their puzzlement to drive useful

inquiry, and influence policy and educational thinking beyond the classroom context.

Reflective practice may become a means through which educators become empowered

and develop a "voice- (Belenky et aL, 1986; Francis. (995). Just as self-initiated activity

is critical to the child's development, so are reflective thinking, self-evaluation, and self·

direction critical to the process of professional development (Duffet aI., 1995).

2 5 Smtegjes to Aid Reflective Thinking

The review ofthe related literature indicates that several strategies, including those

that are verbal and those that involve writing have been used alone as weU as in

combination. Certain authors suggested that writing can be a powerful tool for reflection

(ClarIc.&Ymger-, 1987; Cochran-Smith & Lytle. 1990; HoUy & McLoughlin, 1989;

Smyth, 1987; Staton, !988; Surbeck, Han, & Moyer, 1989). It was also noted that the

use of writing is most effective when combined with opportunities for re-reading and

dialogue (Ymger& Clark, 1981).

One of Sparlcs-Langer and Colton's (1991) key strategies for reflective thinking is

having teachers write narratives about their teaching practices. Developing voice in these

I\lUTIltives includes asking questions, writing, intentional talk, and interpretation. These

strategies help students to gain a better understanding and to improve their own practices.

Yinger and Clark (1981) have researched the effects ofjoumal writing on both preservicc
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and inservice teacher education students. They reponed that the process ofwriting

requires the writer to simultaneously represent ideas in aU three of Bruner's (1966) modes

of representation: enactive, iconic and symbolic, forcing a degree of integration ofthought

not found in other modes ofexpression. YUlger and Clark suggest that this link between

writing and learning indicates thatjoumal writing may be a powerful learning tool, one

uniquely suited foc professional thought and reflection. Emig (1977) argues that -writing

represents a unique mode oflcaming - not merely valuable, not merely special, but

unique- (p. 122). Grimmett, MacKinnon, Erickson, and Riecken (1990) reviewed the

reflective writing ofeltperienced teachers who were current graduate students and found

that reflection on their practical teaching experiences brought about changes in the

students' thinking about their teaching practices. Through writing, they began to identify

specific ways in which their teaching practices might become more consistent with their

personal philosophy ofteaching. Grimmett et at (1990) believe that it is through the use

ofwriting as an exploration ofone's teaching practices and the reflection on such writing

that will promote reflective thinking in a teacher.

Chalmers and Fyfe (1996) reported that Ymger and Clark's (1981) research into

how journals were used in preservice and inservice teacher education, indicated that

students were using a three-step process which they called systematic reflection. These

three parts were organized to include: 1) imensive writing in a journal, 2) re-reading of

and reflection on what one has written, and 3) dialogue with another person about one's

journal entry. While the program achieved successful outcomes in terms of encouraging
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reflection and making clear links between theory and practice, it did not suit alI students.

Some students, for example, were uncomfortable with writing as a learning style, while

others had difficulty in talking about their feelings. thoughts. and ideas.

Staton (1988) promotes the use ofdialogue journals in the fonn ofa log for the

purpose ofcarrying out • written conversation between two persons on a regular basis. In

early childhood education, these persons could be the student and the supervising teacher

in a field placement. Dialogue journals could also be used for ongoing narration by the

student about their experiences and subsequent feedback from the faculty. Further

research is reconunended on the types ofwriting tasks which may effectively promote

inteUectuai development and reflective thought in teadleTs (Hoover, 1994; Johnston,

1994). Chalmers and Fyfe (1996) found that, ''the assessment factor was an additional key

issue in that students feh that this could be seen as an important barrier to reflection" (p.

28).

Hatton and Smith (1995) explored the use of several techniques in combination.

They used journals, group discussions, and practicum experiences which are not directed

towards the solution of specific practical problems. They also investigated such strategies

as action research projects, case studies, ethnographies, and microteaching, but found that

unless these strategies were combined with journal writing, narratives, biographies.

reflective essays, and students' metaphors ofteaching, there is limited potential to claim

that these approaches effectively promote reflection. Sparkes-Langer and Colton (1990)

found that a combination of methods was effective for increasing the level of reflective
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thinking in students who were involved in a study, Collaborationfor the Improvement of

TeQCher Education [CITE]. They incorporated the use of stNctured field experiences.

microteaching. one week classroom teaching, journals, and written assignments. These

methods were intended to help teachers analyse, question, and reflect on issues presented

in courses. The faculty paid special attention to role-modelling ofquestioning and

discussion techniques that would facilitate reflective thinking. Grinberg (1990) carried out

research comparing students enrolled in CITE and those who were not. Their findings

indicated that CITE students had significantly higher ratings on reflective thinking;

courses with guided field experiences promoted greater reflection than did courses

without field experiences; and that the coaching caused a significant rise in scores in

explanations using pedagogical principles.

Guided field experiences are an important strategy in the development of reflective

thinking during teacher preparation (NAEYC, I9%). The Guidelinesfor Preparation of

Early Childhood Professionals (1996) state, ftfieJd experiences provide candidates with

oppoltunities to learn how to work: in collaboration with field-site staH: to work as a

member of an interdisciplinary team, and to reflect on their practice in collaborative

relationshipsft (p. 6). Roth (1989) believes that theory and practice must be integrated in

both the classroom and in field experiences when preparing the reflective practitioner. His

study suggests that guided practicum is a potential area in which reflective practitioners tie

theory to practice. Roth's work: shows a strong correlation in how students in becoming

reflective practitioners relate theory to practice.
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The role ofme facuIty in supporting students to be reflective is an important

consideration. As several writers noted. the filculty coach and collaborate with student

teachers, and together as researchers they explore possible explanations for situations that

arise. Faculty and students discuss implications for practices. and work together towards

the broader goals of education (Crebbin, n.d.; Duckworth. 1977; Schon, 1987;

Tabachnick: & Zeichner, 1991). At times the faculty will provide one-on-one tutoring and

guidance to help students achieve some identified goals. Studies show that through the

use of strategies including video taping, journal writing, and tutoring, critical reflection

takes the process beyond daily practices and gives the individual the "ability to recognize

instances in teaching which demonstrate the injustice and inequality which are embedded

in everyday school experiences. to be able to acknowledge the social and political agendas

of the environment in which our practices are situated. and to question their

interconnectedness and injustices~ (Crebbin, p. 3).

The review ofthe Literature suggests that a combination ofapproaches is most

effective in helping student teacheTs to develop reflective thinking as a means ofcritically

an:aJysing their practices and experiences in relation to theoretical principles and

professional development. 1be approaches are effective when they pet"SOnalize the

experience for students and support students in gaining an understanding oftheir personal

views and beliefs in rdation to the professional standards of practice.
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2 6 Ref!ectiv; ThjnJcjng Processes

Studies which used specific criteria to detennine whether a participant was

showing evidence of re8ective thinking were reviewed and contrasting views emerged.

Schon (l987) promoted a problem-solving approach during which a problem would be

identified. infonnation would be brought to bear. and then possible solutions would be

debated by a group of students until agreement was reached on the best solution.

Students were encouraged to approach their teaching with a problem_solving approach.

Addison (1999) supports this view and notes a problem-solving approach as an essential

condition ofreflective practice. Trenunel (1993) argues that "a problem-solving approach

limits the individual to concreteness, and he suggests that to reach critical reflection

students must learn to focus on the mental processes that support their practice" (p. 446).

Tremmel indicates that the starting place for students to detach themselves from their

practice in order to reflect on it objectively is developing the skill of paying anention.

"This means paying attention to what is around us as well as what is going on within us.

which is the first step to 'mindfulness' and the basis for any slcilful action to take place" (p.

447).

Based on Glasser and Strauss (1967) who identified organizing categories which

emerge from thought units, and Dewey (1933) who conceptualized the categories as

routine or reOective thinking. Wedman and Martin (1991) camed out analysis on a

reflective student teaching program. The reflective thought units were characterized by

writing that questioned. analysed, evaluated or reconsidered schooling practices. These



behaviours were consistent in students who learned to reflect as opposed to those who

noticed and wrote about only routine occurrences without questioning or evalutting their

responses.

Sparks-Langer and Colton (1991) denoted the three main categories of reflective

thinking processes as describing, analysing, and making inferences about cla.ssro<»m events.

Ross (1990) extended the ideas ofSchon (1987) and Van Manen (1977) into five

components of reflective thinking:

(1) recognizing an educational dilemma, (2) responding to a dilemma by

recognizing both the similarities to other situations and the special qualities of the

particular situation. (3) framing and reframing the dilemma, (4) experimemting with

the dilemma to discover the consequences and implications ofvarious sohutions,

and (5) examining the intended and unintended consequences of an implemented

solution by determining whether the consequences are desirable or not. (po. 97)

The first three are similar to Schon's problem-solving approach, whereas the last ~o

demonstrate critical thinking necessary for high levels ofrellection (McLaren. 1989).

Ferguson, Ferguson. Singleton and Soave (1998) studied various mentori.,g

models in early childhood education. They assessed the reflective thinking of pTOltoges

using an adaptation ofWedman and Martin's (l991) categories for describing retJ.ective

thinking. The reflective thinJcing behaviours of Ferguson et al. were: describe, question,

analyse, plan, evaluate-review, evaluate-reconsider, and evaluate-decide.
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Research studies confirm that reflective thinking has played a significant role in

teacher education and ongoing professional development over the last twenty to twenty

five years. Originating from the works of Dewey (1933), others in and outside the

education field ovec the last 20 years have explored the benefits of reflective thinking. In

education, the importance ofteachers becoming reflective about their practice is that they

have acquired the skills and strategies to review, reconsider, and make decisions about

their ideas, beliefs, and values about teaching and learning.

Although deriving from a variety of definitions, commonalities exist which support

a body ofknowledge which has the potential to assist both novice and experienced

teachers in becoming reflective pn.ctitioners. The developmental sequence of reflective

thinking discussed in many sources indicates that educators initially learn to describe

experiences and question what they need to know. At this technical level, the focus is the

immediate circumstances and how to improve them. At the second level, the reflective

educator analyses situations in order to identifY components, consider how the elements

are tinJced or interact, including personal beliefs, emotions or biases. This is a practical

level during which educators considu the goals and can use language to improve

outcomes. They can formuJate practical principles and insights into the effects of their

teaching on children's experiences. When educators acquire the skills and strategies of the

third level, the critical ofretlective thinking, they examine the issues ofethics, morals and

justice in education, and consider their actions within Wider socio-historical and politico-
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cultural contexts. They evaluate their practice in this context through self-evaluation,

reviewing, reconsidering and making decisions about their practice.

Researchers also note that reflective thinking does not just happen. In teacher

preparation programs, carefully planned strategies are necessary for making reflective

thinking opponunities meaningful. Teacher educators need to be aware of the conditions

necessary to be conducive 10 reflective thinking, and that students must be reassured of a

trustful relationship with faculty who coach and encourage reflective thinking. Students

must feel that they are learning within a secure and supportive environment. Within this

environment students can reflect and make changes as they continue to integrate new

knowledge into their practice.

Faculty also need to be aware of the advantages and disadvantages of various

strategies for both faculty and students. Where writing is a predominant form used to

increase reflective thinking. not all students benefit from it. Some are more comfortable

with verbal sharing such as in discussion groups and one-on-one discussion with faculty.

Studies confirm that a combination of strategies would be most effective in eliciting

reflective thinking. Ongoing dialogue between students and faculty, whether written or

verbal, is a strategy that can be used to encourage reflectivtl thinking. Strategies need to

be focussed on personalizing the experience for the students and be effective in supporting

them in gaining an understanding oftheir personal views and beliefs in relation to the

professional standards of practice. These strategies have been found to help students to

reflect on their own practices and to improve their practice.
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Cbapter3

Methodology

A qualitative methodology was selected as an effective way to describe the

reflective thinking of students participating in this study. It also allowed the researcher to

become immersed in the research setting, to use a conceptual framework for reflective

thinking. and to seek an understanding of it through the experiences of students. The

study was concerned with documenting evidence ofret1ective thinking of7 early

childhood education students at the end oftheir first year of study in a two-year diploma

program. This single unit focus or case study allowed the researcher to document the

variety ofways through which students reflected. Following Merriam's (1988) four

essential properties ofqualitative case study, the research was:

I. Particularistic. It focussed on a particular group of7 students,. at one point in their

studies in an early childhood education program _ the end ofthe first year ofa two-year

diploma program.

2. Descriptive. The data collection methods were designed to identify descriptive

evidence of reflective thinking produced by the students.

3. Heuristic. The outcome has infonned the researcher's understanding about reflective

thinking during education.

4. Inductive. The study acknowledged that early childhood educators gain knowledge,

skills and attitudes through their education, and the researcher anticipated that it would be

possible to learn the extent to which students know and understand how to use reflective
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thinIring to improve these abilities. Endings from this study may be able to be geneR1ized

in order to inform the researc:hel" about the reflective thinking ofother students.

'The researt:b question fur the study was, "00 early childhood education students in

a ~yeu provincial college dipkxna program demonstrate reflective lhinking at the end

ofthc first year?'"

This chapter pTO"';des: a description ofthe study's sample and setting; an

overview ofthe ~month time frame; a depiction orthe location for the data collection

methods; the approach to data analysis; and a summary ofthe methodology used to

answer the research question.

3 I The Sample and Smjng

The sample f(lf" the study was selected from a group of early childhood education

students who were studying in a pose-secondary two-year diploma program delivered by

distance education at a provincial community college.

3 I ) The smins

Newfoundland and I...abradoI-'s provincial COllIlOOnity college has 18 c:ampuses

located throughout the province. It is one ofthe largest post-secondary educational and

skills training centres in Atlantic Canada offering over 70 full-time programs and more

than 300 put.time courses. The College produces 3,000 graduates each year from careeT

oriented certificate and diploma progrwns which range from one to Wee years in duration.

n.e range of programs include: Applied Arts. Business, Health Sciences, Engineering

Technology, Industrial Educationrrractes, Information Teclmology, Natural Resources.
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Academic/Access programs, and English as a Second Language. The setting for this study

was one urban location ofthe provincial college which offers as one of its programs, a

two-year Diploma ofApplied Arts in Early Childhood Education.

The full-time program at the College began in 1986 in response to a need

expressed by the community. Post-secondary education for individuals working with

young children in a variety of early childhood settings was viewed as necessary to ensure

the quality ofcare that children received. A community advisory comminee had

significant input into the development ofthe program. In 1989, the advisory conunittee

recommended that the diploma program extend its delivery to early childhood educators

who were currently working and could not wend full-time course offerings. The

recommendation was to develop the program for distance education delivery. During a

research and development project from 1991-1994 the following objectives were fulfilled:

the curriculum was prepared for distance education delivery; certification standards were

established; and a course in portfolio development was developed for students to avail of

prior learning assessment. The college continues to offer the diploma through distance

delivery to approximately 70 students during the academic year.

The Diploma ofApplied Arts in Early Childhood Education,. comprising 29

courses and 4 practicum institutes, is delivered by distance education through a framework

of eight generalleaming outcomes. By the end ofthe program. students are expected to:

apply theories ofchild development;

develop the children's environment;
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provide for children's health, safety and weUness;

provide developmentally appropriate activities;

guide chiJdren's behaviour;

interact with families;

perform administrative tasks; and

conduct themselves professionally.

In the distance delivery, the theoretical component ofthe program is delivered by

faculty through the course work presented in course manuals. media and technology

resources, and selected readings. There are teleconference seminars twice weekly in some

courses. to wh.ich students connect through telephone and satellite networks. In seminars

the faculty focus on the concepts presented in their readings, involve students in discussion

about relevant experiences, and review the assignments. Faculty are available daily and on

designated evenings for one-on-<lne instructional support for the students. Examinations

for each semester are invigilated in students' communities through local schools or coUege

sites. Practicum institutes are three weeks in duration and focus on the practical aspects

ofcourses such as art, music, and interpersonal communication, and the application of

theory into practice. Institutes take place on site at the college demonstration child care

centre. Students spend the majority ofthe time during an institute in a "field placement"

completing practical assigrunents and interacting with the children in the children's

program. Faculty engage students in discussion groups, guided journal writing. and

discussions ofobservations oftheir practice as part oftheir practicum experience. Further
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evaluation ofstudents' practice occun in their places of employment in order to ensure

transferability ofleaming to their real-life experiences

3.1 2 The population

In order to be accepted into the distance education delivery ofthe diploma

program, students must have high school education and two years of work experience in

settings with young children. Due to the part-time nature of distance delivery, course

registnation fluctuates. There were 72 students in the population during the semester that

the sample students were selected.

Students live in various parts ofNewfoundland and Labrador. The particular

grou.p of7 students who participated in the research study lived in a small rural

conununity with a population ofabout 900 people on the south coast ofNewfoundland.

In September 1997 when they began their diploma program. 2 students worked at the

child care centre, and 2 in a home care outreach program from the child care centre.

Three students worked at the school as assistants to children with disabilities in the pre

kindergarten and primary grades. AU 7 participants completed their course-related

observations ofchildren. practical assignments, and a portion oftheic praeticum hOUTS at

the child care centre in their conununity. When selecting the sample for the study, this

group of7 students, at the end oftheic first year in the diploma program had met the

foUowing criteria:

I. Completion ofall first year courses prerequisite to the scheduled course in professional

values offered during the last semester ofthe first year ofthe two-year diploma program.



2. Completion ofpn.cticum requirements prerequisite to the scheduled practicum institute

at the coUege demonstration child care centre.

3. Completion of two years previous work experience with young children.

No other students enrolled in the program met all ofthe same criteria at the time

participants were selected. To further strengthen the sample as a study group, these 7

students had the same experiences ofcourse work and practicum delivered to them under

special contract as a group. They were involved, as a group, in teleconferences. practicum

institutes. assignments, and exams. Their work. experience ranged from 3 to to years with

an average of7.3 years. There were 6 females and I male, who ranged in age from 20 to

58 years, with an average age of37 years. Table I shows the demographics of the study's

Sample Demomphjrs

Students Years ofwork experience Age

sn '0 33

S1'2 34

STJ 20

ST4 '0 5.

ST5 3.

STO 2.

ST7 41

Gender
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The small. nested sample was 7 early childhood education studenls out of 72

enrolled during the last semester ofthe first year of the two-year diploma program. The

size of sample allowed for an in-depth case study ofreflective thinking. The students wae

not representative in every aspect ofthe total student population, but they had the same

educational plan as all otha students for the first year oftheir program and served to

answer the question ofwbcther students demonstrate reflective thinking at the end ofthe

first year ofthe two-year diploma program in early childhood education. The study

provided the researcher with opportunities to see different instances of reflective 1hinking.

at different moments, in different circumstances, and with differen1 people (Miles &

Huberman, 1994).

3.2 Time Frame for the Study

The time frame for 1he study coincided wi1h the first practicum institu1e at the

college demonstration child care centre in the last semester of the first year of1he two

year diploma program. The study began April 28, 1998 and was completed in a three

month period ending July 28, 1998. The first 3 weeks of1he study took place at the

college demonstration child care centre. In week 1, the first discussion group took place.

In week 2, guided journal writing was introduced and studen1s were asked 10 submi1 3

guidedjoumal writings in week 2, and 3 in week 3. Following 1he practicum institute, the

students returned to work in their own community. During weeks 4 and 5 ofthe study,

students were asked to submit I guided journal writing for each week. The researcher

visited 1he students' community in week 6, and conducted the second discussion group
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and observations of students' practice in the child care centre. In weeks 7 to II ofthe

study, students were asked to submit a total of4 guided journal writing submissions over

the S weeks. In week 12 ofthe study, the researcher revisited the students' community

and conducted the third discussion group, conducted observations of the students'

practice in the child care centre, and held the second set ofdiscussions ofobservations of

practice. The study concluded at the end ofweek 12. Table 2 outlines the time frame of

data collection for the study.

3 3 Data Collection

The researcher collected evidence of reflective thinking during the three-month

time frame as the study group participated in discussion groups, guided journal writing,

and discussions ofobservations of practice. The study was structured so that data could

be collected from the 7 students in the study group for a total 00 discussion groups, 84

guided journal writing submissions (7 students x 12 submissions), and 14 individual

discussions of observations ofprac1ice (7 students x 2 discussions of observations of

practice).

1 3 I Piscussion groups

The researcher conducted three discussion group sessions involving the 7 students

over a three-month period. The first session was held in week I, the second session in

week 6, and the third session in week 12 ofthe study. Each discussion group session

lasted approximately two hours, and was recorded by audio tape. The researcher kept flip

chart notes during brainstorming sessions ofthe discussion and the researcher's own
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descriptive notes were maintained for cross-referencing.

During the first discussion group (week 1) the researcher introduced the purpose

ofthe study, and involved students in a discussion about reflective thinking and its benefits

to early childhood educators. In an open..ended and interactive fonnat, the discussion was

guided by questions (Appendix A) which encouraged the students to talk about the

strategies they used to reOcet and how they thought they could use reflective thjnking in

their work with young children.

The second discussion group (week 6) involved the students in dialogue about

standards ofpractice (Appendix A) and how the learning outcomes ofthe diploma

program were designed to reOecr: the standards which relate to high quality early

childhood experiences for children. The researcher presented introductol)' information on

each ofthe standards of practice, and students reflected on their own practices in relation

to the standards during the discussion group. They reviewed accounts oftheir own

experiences in • spontaneous, "free-flow" manner, while the researcher guided the

discussion. The standards of practice were based on the eight generalleaming outcomes

oftbe provincial college's early childhood education diploma program.

During the third discussion group (week: 12) the researcher engaged students in

discussion about ethics and introduced the application ofa code ofethics to dilemmas

which arise in early childhood education. A case study was presented to the group, and

using a recognized code ofethics for early childhood education to guide the discussion,

participants identified and analysed an ethical dilemma in order to work towards a



resolution. Two further case studies derived from the group's own work experiences and

the same process was followed in analysing the cases. The topics for the discussion group

sessions (Appendix A) were chosen because they were relevant to the expectations of

students at the end oftheir first year in the two-year-diploma program.

3 3 2 Guided joorna] writing

The researcher introduced guided journal writing to the students during week 2 of

the study while they re8ected on their practices in the first pract1alm institute at the

college demonstration child care centre. Students were asked to submit 3 guided journal

\IoTiring entries in week 2, and 3 in week 3. At the end ofweek 3, students completed the

practicum institute and returned to their own community. Based on their reflections of

their work in the child care centre in their community, students were asked to submit 1

guided journal writing entry in week 4, 1 in week 5, and 4 over the five weeks of7 to II,

In total, students were asked to submit 12 guided journal writing entlies over the period of

the study. The reseaccher provided written guidelines (Appendix B) to assist students in

using reflective thinking levels and behaviours in their journal writing. They were coached

by the researcher through written questions and comments in their journals encouraging

them to reflect while: describing experiences that cause them to reflect; raising questions

that arise for them in their interactions with the children and the families with whom they

work; analysing dilemmas; resolving or planning to address some of these questions;

evaluating, reviewing, or reconsidering their actions in order to arrive at appropriate

decisions; and applying course work and theoretical knowledge to their daily practices.
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The researcher chose this language in oroer to be consistent with the reflective thinking

levds and behaviours noted in this study (Appendix. C). The researcher encouraged

students to maintain an ongoing dialogue with the researcher in their journals.

3 3 3 Piscussions ofQbsernujons Qf practice

Throughout the diplQma program, discussiQns ofobservations Qfpractice are

completed as general evaluations of practice four times; Qnce for each Qfthe fQur

praeticum institutes. In additiQn, discussiQns ofobservatiQns Qfpractice are completed

Qnce for each Qfthe eight genen.llcaming outcomes ofthe diplQma program. The

researcher and each ofthe 7 students completed twQ discussiQns Qf observations of

practice over the study period. The first set ofdiscussiQns (week 3) was based Qn the

observation form "General Evaluation QfPractice" (Appendix D) which contains practice

descriptors from the eight learning outcomes ofthe diploma program. The second set of

discussions (week 12) was based on the observation form, "CQnduct Oneself

ProfessiQnally" (Appendix D) rdated to course work and the learning outcome for the last

semester of the first year ofthe diploma prQgram. The timing coincided with the three

mQnth time frame for the study.

The researcher observed the students' practice at the college demonstratiQn child

care centre as well as at the child care centre in the students' conununity. During weeks I

to 3 ofthe study, the researcher observed the students on a daily basis, five days per week

at the college demonstration child care centre. As part of the praeticum institute., students

were placed with the same group ofchildren for a three-week: period, and were prQvided
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with feedback by a teacher who was supervising, and by the researcher. During the three·

week:: period, students were asked to use the observation form "General Evaluation of

Practice" (Appendix D) as a sdf-cvaluation tool in preparation for the discussions of these

observations with the researcher. The observation fonn outlines a rating scale for each

item being observed and. where appropriate, descriptive observation notes be written. Its

purpose was to help students to think:: about and reflect on the application oftheoretical

principles oftheiTcourse work to their practices. and over the duration ofthe three-week::

practicum institute, improve their practices. At the end oCthe three-week institute and

week 3 oCthe study, each ofthe 7 students and the researcher discussed on a one-te-one

basis each oftheir findings during a two-hour discussion. Students were encouraged to

establish learning goals and to plan ways to reach those goals.

The second set ofdiscussions ofobservations ofpraetice took place in week 12 of

the study. Each of these researcher·student discussions was based on observations taken

during weeks 6 and 12, five days per week while students worked with the children at the

child care centre in their community. The focus of the second set ofdiscussions was the

observation form "Conduct OneselfProfessionaUy." Students were asked to complete the

observation fonn as a self--evaluation and be prepared to discuss each item with the

researcher. The second set ofdiscussions ofobservations of practice lasted approximately

two hours with each of the 7 students in the study group.

Data coUected from the first and second sets ofdiscussions of observations of

practice were recorded by audio tape. In addition, the researcher's and students' written
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notes on the obsavation forms were coUected and all data were examined for evidence of

reflcctivethinJcing.

J 4 Data AnJlysjs

Data analysis ofthis study was conducted in three stages. FIC'St. all data were

coded. In the second stage. the researcher carried out searches ofthe data.. In the third

stage, the researcher- arranged the data in order to identifY the patterns and themes which

emerged from the evidence. These three stages were applied to the three data coUection

methods which were diSQlssion groups.. guided journal writing. and discussions of

observations of practice.

During the coding. the researcher coded the data in two ways. The first coding

was based on the reflective thinlcing behaviours: describe. question, analyse. plan,

evaluate-review, evaluate-reconsider, and eva1uate-decide (Appendix C). as adapted by

Ferguson et aI. (1998). The second coding applied Van Manen's (1971) three levels of

reflective tbinJcing: the technical. practical and aiticaileveJs (Appendix C).

These two codings allowed the n:searcber to view the same data in each of the

three data collection methods in two different ways. In examining the Litenture by

Ferguson et al. (l998) and Van Manen (1977; 1991) in relation to the data coUected, the

researcher found that it was possible to equate the reflective thinking behaviours with the

re8cctive thinking levels. 1be developmental sequence ofreDective thinking noted in the

literature review indicated that educators initially learn to describe experiences and

question what they need to know. At the teehnicallevel, educators consider the best
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means to reach an unexamined end. Reflective thinking at this level involves the everyday

thinking and acting. partly routine, panly composed of intuitive thought and putly

reflective of the immediate ciccumstanccs and how they can improve them. Whelll coding

the data, therefore, the researcher applied the reflective thinking behaviours ofdescnbe

and question to the same data that were being coded as the technical level ofreflective

thinking. At the practical level, educators reflect by analysing situations in order to

identifY components. and consider how the elements are linked or interact. including

personal belie&. emotions or biases. At this level, educators consider not only the means.

but also the goals and the assumptions upon which these are based, and demonstrate the

ability to discuss and negotiate through language to improve the actual outcomes. They

can think while acting and plan for change by exploring different possibilities for given

situations. Thus, the researcher applied the reflective thinking behaviours ofanallyse and

plan to the same data that were being coded as the practical level of reflective thinking.

At the criticalleve! of reflective thinking, educators examine the issues of ethics. morals,

andjustice in education, and considu their actions within wider socio-historical and

politic<H:ultural contexts. They make judgement about professional activity and whether

or not it is equitable, just, and respectful of others. They reflect on their practice: through

se1f-evaluation, reviewing. reconsidering, and making decisions about their practice.

Therefore, the researcher applied the reflective thinking behaviours of evaluate-review.

evaluate--reconsider. and evaluate-decide to the same data that were being coded as the

critical level of reflective thinking.
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The reseaccher coded the reflective thinking behaviours and levels of reflective

thinking from each oftne data coUection methods using the Ethnograph V4.0 Software

(1996) program. This process involved entering verbatim data into a computer file and

categorizing portions ofthe data student by student according to each oCthe coding

descriptors.

The second stage ofdata analysis involved searching the data using The

Ethnograph V4.0 Software (1996) program search mechanisms. Through the software

searches, data were moved and organized according to reflective thinking levels and

behaviours for each student. Data were then organized into a set ofmatrices for analysis

and interpretation.

In the third stage of data analysis. The Ethnograph. V4.0 Software program was

used to organize the data into separate matrices in order to examine the evidence of

reflective thinking for each student in the three data coUection methods (Appendix E).

The first set of matrices was used to organize the data from each afthe three discussion

groups, student by student, according to reflective thinking levels and behaviours. The

second matrix was used to organize the data from the guided journal writing. student by

student, in relation to the reflective thinking levels and behaviours. The third set of

matrices was used to organize lhe data coUected from each of the discussions of

observations ofpractice, student by student, according to the reflective thinking levels and

behaviours.
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Qualitative methodology was especially suited to this study because the researcher

was seeking to document descriptive evidence of reflective thinking by early childhood

education students at the end oftheir first year ora two-year diploma program. Through

discussion groups, guided joumal writing, and discussions ofobservations ofpracticc,

data were collected of students' reflective thinking on their own practice.

The setting for the study was a provincial college demonstration child care centre

and a child care centre in the students' community. The study took place during a three

month period in the last semester ofthe first year ofa two-year diploma program in early

childhood education offered through distance education. The sample was selected based

on having met all ofthe same criteria at the same time established for the study period.

Data were collected from students' written and verbal evidence ofreflective

thinking as they engaged in each ofthe data collection methods. Three discussion groups

were held with students, each with a specific focus for encouraging reflective thinking.

Students were each asked to submit 12 guided journal writing entries over the three

month study period. Discussions ofobservations ofpractice took place twice with each

student.

Data were coded, searched and analysed in order to organize material in various

ways for the researcher to examine and interpret the findings. Data were analysed using

criteria which supported evidence of reflective thinking behaviours and levels as follows:

the tcchnicalleveJ contained all the evider.ce coded for the reflective thinking



behaviours ofdescnbe and question;

the practical level contained all the evidence coded for the reflective thinking

behaviours ofanalyse and plan; and

the aitical level contained all the evidence coded for the reflective thinking

beMviours of evaluate-review, evaluate-reconsider, and evaluate-decide.

A student by student documentation ofevidence was possible. Data were

clustered and reorganized into sets ofmatrices for further interpretation and lUlaIysis.
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Chapter"

Data ADalyJis Results

The purpose ofthis chapter- is to present the results ofthe analysis ofthe

descriptive data coUected during the study ofreflective thinking ofearly childhood

education students at the end oftheir first year in a post-secondary two-year diploma

program. The researcher documented evidence of reflective thinking ofthe 7 students in

the study group over a three-month time frame as they were engaged in discussion groups,

guided journal writing. and discussions of observations ofpraetice. The descriptive data

were analysed to determine evidence of,eflective thinking levels and behaviours.

This chapter reports the results ofthe data analysis in each ofthe data collection

methods. The evidence of reflective thinking levels and behaviours collected in each of

the three discussion groups are reported separately, and the results are summarized as one

data collection method. The results of analysing the guided journal writing are reponed

for the total ofaU guided journal writing submitted for each student and the results are

summarized. The results of analysing the discussions ofobservations of practice are

reported separately for each of the two discussions and are summarized as one data

collection method. Tables are used to present the results ofthe data analysis. Descriptive

data from each ofthe students supports the data reponed in the Tables.

4 I Pi§cuHipn groups

The researcher- conducted three discussion groups involving the 7 students over

the three-month time frame as follows: the first in week:: I, to introduce reflective thinking
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in early childhood education; the second in week 6, to diSQ1ss standards of practice; and

the third in week 12, to discuss the application ofa code ofethics. Each diSQ1ssion group

was designed to last approximately two hOUTS. Data were coUected by audio tape,

researcher's wrinen notes, and Oip chart notes taken during the discussion.

4 I I First discussion group.

The first discussion group took place during a practicum institute at the college

demonstration child care centre. The focus ofthe discussion was the topic ofretlective

thinIcing and its benefits to early childhood educators. In an open-ended and interactive

fonnat, the researcher guided the discussion with questions (Appendix A) which

encouraged the students to talk about the strategies they used to reflect and how they

thought they could usc reflective thinlcing in their work with young children. Table 3

represents the incidences of reflective thinking by each student during the first discussion

group. The data were organized by reflective thinking levels and behaviours.

There were a total ofS3 responses ofreflective thinking documented from the first

discussion group. The results ofthe data analysis are supported from the students'

contributions to the disrossion.

At the technical level ofreflective thinlcing there were I8 responses: 16 describe

responses, and 2 question responses. The technical level was evident when students

considered the best means to reach an unexamined end. In doing so, they showed

everyday thinking and acting - partly routine, partly composed of intuitive thought and

partly reflective of the immediate circumstances and how to improve them.
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Describe responses were coded when there was evidence that students gath~cd

information and made objective descriptions of experiences or incidents. In response 10

the question, "Do you reflect on the events ofthe day, on the children or on your

perfOntWlce?" STI descnbed a science activity she had planned for a group ofchildren, "'I

had said what we were going to do and they [the children] went along with it even though

they knew how the experiment was going to work. They had done it before. I was really

surprised.. I didn't think that they would know what would happen" (May I, 1998). In

response to "When do you reflectT' ST4 described, '"Like me with the two little boys

yesterday. They weren't listening to what I said and they were laughing at me. At first I

didn't Icnow what to do. I went to [teacher's name] and told her what happened" (May 1,

1998). In response to the question, "Does retlecting on your work and your own

perfOntWlce lead to any change in the way you do things?" ST7's descriptive response

was, "When I retlect on things I have a sense ofwhether I am doing things right by the

children. You can tell ifyou watehthem closely" (May I, 1998).

TheTe were 2 question responses identified in the first discussion group. Question

responses were noted when students made statements to extract and select infonnation,

such as "What do I need to know?" STS responded to the question by the researcher,

"Does reflecting on yoUT work: and your own perfonnance lead to any change in the way

you do thingsT' She questioned how change in henelfwould be received in her home

community. She said, "Will the teachers back home even let us do things the way we are

being taught and the way we can see how things work here? You have to be so careful
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not to offend someone th«e" (May I, 199B).

At the practical level ofreflective thinking there were 32 responses: 28 analyse

responses, and 4 plan responses. The practical level was evident when students

considered not only the means, but also the goals and the assumptions upon which these

were based, and demonstrated the ability to discuss and negotiate through language to

improve the acnW outcomes. They considered everyday experiences and incidents and

formulated practical principles and limited insights into the effects oftheir teaching on

children's experiences.

Analyse responses we1"e evident at the practical level, when students identified

components ofa situation and considucd how the elements were linked or interacted.

The students recognized personal beliefs, emotions, or biases with regard to a situation.

ST2 responded to, ''What do you understand reflection or reflective thinking to be?" Her

analytical response was, "To recall some sort of experience. To sort out the way you feel

about that experience. Ifit was something negative it gives you a chance to think about it

and you may see it differently" (May I, 1998). In response to the same question, ST4

used analysis as she responded, "Reflection to me is looking back on something that has

happened in the past. To think about things and talk about them with others to see if they

see them the same way" (May I, 1998). STl gave an analytical response to, "In what

ways would reflective thinking help early childhood educators to develop their practice?"

He said, "Ifyou did something with the children you can reflect on it and know how to do

it better the next time. You observe the children. You do it this way in one situation but
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you have to be ready to do it diffcn:ntly next time.. (May I, 1998).

When students were asked, '"When do you rdJectr 51'2 reOectcd with an anaIys.c

response, '"On more importanl: things I stop and think and look: at a situation and get a

sense ofbow people are fedinS- Ifsomeone iJ upset I fed almost compelJed to help them

- especiaDy the children" (May I, 1998). 5T7 responded. "Sometimes I have to stop and

reOect at the moment because the situation requires it. Ifthings are not going right

especially with the children, you can't wait until afterwards to change it" (May I, 1998).

Plan responses were evident when students elaborated on intennediate

constructions to explore dilferent sequences of possibilities, recognized by conditional

constructions like, "ifX then Y and ifZ..." Students often used these constructions when

identiJYing planning as a means ofexploring poSSIble ways to approach situations. There

were 4 plan responses evident in the first discussion group. STi planned when he

reflected on the question, "Does rdIccting on your wor1c, and your own performance lead

to any change in the way you do things'r' He said, "'They {the teachers at the day care]

don't like it when you do finger painting. They don't like the sandbox and water table out

at the same time. 1be chikfren here can use any ofthe materials most of the day and are

not restricted from certain areas. I see the difference for the children. I think it is going to

be hard going back. co our day care. I will need to bring up my ideas during planning

sessions" (May l, 1998). ST4 planned in response to the same question when she said,

"It's almost like a chccldist- you go over everything in your mind ahead of time and then

afterwards. You think about yourself and about the children and what it was like for
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them. You can think about how you would you do lhings differently next time" (May l,

1998).

At the criticallcvcl ofreficctive thinking there were 33 responses: 14 evaluate

review responses, 12 evaluate-reconsider responses, and 7 evaJuate-decide responses.

The critical level occurred when students examined the issues ofethics, morals, and justice

in education. They identified personal action within wider socio-historical and politico

cultural contexts. The students made judgements about professional practice and whether

01'" not it is equitable. just, and respectful ofother persons. The critical level involved

students in reflecting on the way they reflected and developing theoretical underpinnings

and critical insights about their experiences and those oftbe children. Evaluate-review

was evident in the data 14 times during the first discussion group. Students showed

evaluate-review responses when they could give the good points and the bad ones; could

appraise situations; give opinions regarding a value, or the advantages and disadvantages

of practices. ST7 evaluate-reviewed in response to the question, "What is your current

understanding of what is meant by reflection?" She said, ''Thinking back about

experiences that you have had helps you to think about how you should act towards

children. It makes you realize the effect you have on children's self-esteem" (May I,

1998). STS evaluate-reviewed in response to the question, "Do you reflect on the events

ofthc day, on the children, or on your perfonnance?" She said, "In the evening I start by

reflecting on events ofthe day, then I think about the children and what I learned from

them and the way the staff interact with them, then I review what I did, how I did it and
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how I felt about it. I consider the importance of my actions" (May I, 1998). ST6

responded to the same question, by saying, "'[ do an ovcrview sort o( A Little later on you

think about it after you have done a total analysis ofeverything. You have to think about

what you did, what the children did, and how the whole thing woriced. You have 10 think

about which ways will have the best outcome overall" (May I, 1998).

Therc were 12 instances when students reflected at the critical level ofevaluate

reconsider. Students showed evaluate-reconsider responses when they reviewed a

situation and modified their practice or the plan ifnew infonnation or an element ofthe

situation werc not previously considered. STJ showed evaluate-reconsider in response to

the question, ''What is your current understanding ofwhat is meant by refiectionT' STJ

said, "(fyou do something with the children and they enjoyed it, then you learn something

about them and you also learn something about yourself and whether you BTC meeting the

children's needs. !fit doesn't work out then you have to think about why, get more

information and do it better next time" (May I, 1998). In response 10 "Does reflecting on

your work: and your own perfonnance lead to any change in the way you do things?" ST5

said, "ReOection most definilely leads to change. 1think about the way I was with my own

children and with [child's name]. They had to do as they were told or else! Now I know

how wrong my ways were. [Now] 1go over to her and show her how to do things, she

understands and I fccl so much better about it" (May I, 1998).

There were 7 instances when students responded to questions at the critical level

ofevaluate-decidc. Evaluate-decide responses were evident when students made explicit
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or implicit judgeme!1ts on their perfonnance, identified by key words like. "no," "'yes,"

"fine," and so on. The decision may take a person back to reconsideration and sometimes

review. or may result in a new action. When asked , "Does reflecting on your work and

your own performance lead to any change in the way you do things?" STJ said, "I think

about how differendy things are done in the day care at home. Everything is structured

and the kids are expected to do certain things at certain times. Here, the children can use

whatever materials they want and I Imow now when I go back home how things can work

differently -like the way we have been taught in ourcourscs" (May I. 1998). [n

response to the same question, 817 stated., "When I was growing up things were hard in

my fiunily; I was never treated with respect. so I didn't learn the value of children from

positive things in my life - I learned what not to do to children" (May I, 1998).

4 I 2 Second discusson group

The second discussion group took place during week 6 of the study. This time,

the researcher involved students in dialogue about standards ofpractice (Appendix A) and

how the learning outcomes ofthe diploma program relate to the standards ofhigh quality

early childhood experiences for children. The researcher presented introductory

information on each ofthe standards of practice, and students reflected on their own

practices in rdation to the standards during the discussion group. They reflected on their"

own experiences in a spontaneous, free..flow manner, while the researcher guided the

discussion. The standards of practice were based on the eight general learning outcomes

ofthe early childhood education diploma program. Table 4 represents the incidences of
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Table.

Rcfkstin DI'WII LmII'.' Bebujo,n '0 1M sm,. DiK,ujop Grup

S....... TcchnicaiLeveI Pl'IdicaILeveI Critical Level Total.
""'rib< Qu<otioo ""'''' p,," E-Review E-Rcconsidet E-Decide

STI 6 I 1 1 2 0 2 17

S1'2 S 0 8 2 2 S 2 24

STJ

ST' I 0 • I 1 I 0 10

STS

ST6

ST7 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 16

T""'of

"""""thiDkins 20 1. 28 82

"""
T""'of

"""""tbillkinS 19 1 21 II 10 9 9 82bcba\iours

~ ST3 was unable to attend this session.
~ E- mean. evaluate for each of the refleclive thinking behaviours in the critical level.
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reflective thinking by each student during the second discussion group. The data were

organized by reflective thinking levels and behaviours.

TheTe were a total of82 responses of reflective thinking documented da.tring the

seoond discussion group. The results ofthe data analysis are supported by eviidence from

the students' contributions to the seoond discussion group.

At the technical level of reflective thinking there were 20 responses: 19 describe

responses, and I quesffon response. The technica.llevel was evident when stuclents

consideced the best means to reach an unexamined end. In doing so, they sho\Joot'ed

everyday thinking and acting - pardy routine, partly composed of intuitive thowght and

partly reflective of the immediate circumstances and how to improve them.

Describe responses were coded when there was evidence that students gathered

information and made objective descriptions of experiences or incidents. There: were 19

describe responses in the second discussion group. In relation to the fourth practice,

"Provide developmentally appropriate activities,." STl described, "I read the children

books at the day care and certain words that 1am saying, they point to the picture, so they

are learning. Sometimes it is unreal how they know which word goes with each picture"

(lune 10, 1998). STS described, "The children 1 work with like to make their cown books

and draw their own pictures. They uk me to write the words beside the pictures for

them" (lune 10, 1998).

Reflecting on the fifth practice. "Guide children's behaviour," ST5 described, "One

day when the child got upset in the car on the way to the playground, I turned on the
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music and it distracted her and when she calmed down. she was happy to go in the cat"

Qune la, 1998). In response to the sixth pm:ticc discu.ssed. "'Interact with fiunilies,." STi

desc:nDed. "I was going to do an observation of my target child at his bome. so I called

first.. His mother" said that he was having a rough day and gave me a choice .bout whether"

I wanted to come on that day. She felt comfortable telling me that'" (June 10. 1998).

There was 1 question response evident in the second discussion group. It was

noted when the student made a statement to extract and select infonnation, such u "What

do I need to know?" STI questioned how he would respond in relation to practice six,

"lntcnct with families." when he reflected. "[ wouldn't want to hear anything negative if

the child was my son. How would I ask the parent iflhey had any idea ofwhat might

have set him off' (June 10. 1998)7

At the practical level of reflective thinking there were 34 responses: 23 analyse

responses, and 11 plan responses. The practical level was evident when students

considered not only the means, but also the goals and the assumptions upon which these

were based, and demonstrated the ability to discuss and negotiate through language to

improve the actual outcomes.. They considered everyday experiences and incidents and

fonnulated practical principles and limited insights into the effects ofthei.r teaching on

chiJdTen's experiences.

There were 23 analyse responses noted in the second discussion group. Analyse

responses were evident at the practicalleveJ. when students identified components of a

situation and considered how the elements were linked or interacted. They recognized
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personal beliefs. emotions, OT biases with regard to a situation. ST2 reflected using

analysis on the third practice which is "Provide a safe and healthy environment," She said,

"1 would be careful to observe children that 1 suspect may be abused. 1 would watch for a

change in their behaviour. 1 would also need to considerifsomething has happened at

home - a change in behaviour could also be caused by a death in the family. I would

record any changes and discuss them with my supervisor" (June 10, 1998). STS analysed

as she reflected on her role, "I think of my role as providing protection for the children.

They should be able to waIJc around the playroom freely and they should be able [Q work

in the environment safely. 1 am also concerned with personal hygiene and food

preparation. It is very important to foUew strict sanitation rules" (June 10, 1998). ST6

also responded analytically to the same practice, "1 sit and eat with the children and

encourage them to try new foods and to use their" manners when eating. I am a role model

for the children and feel that there should be a home-like atmosphere at meal times" (June

10,1998).

ST4 reflected on the fourth practice, "Provide developmentaUy appropriate

activities." She analysed, "1be activities should be age-appropriate. It is important they

know they can express their own thoughts. They like to tell their" own stories and like to

make them up too. These are their own experiences" (June 10, 1998). ST7 anaIyseci,

"Dramatic play promotes a lot of language. I put out some props and they make up their"

own play. Sometimes they act like a mother or father or baby, just like they have seen at

home. I learn a lot about the children while they play like this" (June 10, 1998).



Reflecting on the fifth practice. "Guide children's behaviour," STI's analytical

response was, "I always get down at the children's eye level so they can see me and 1 can

get a bctterunderstanding of how they feel and they don't have to look up at me like the

authority" (June la, 1998). ST4 analysed her interactions with the children, "I get one

child to express to another how it makes them feci when Chey hun each other. They need

Co know how to help each other and how to solve their own problems. 1 get them to talk

about it with each other and to teU me how it makes them feci" (June 10, 1998).

There were 11 plan responses evident in the second discussion group. Instances of

plan responses were evident when students elaborated on intermediate constructions to

explore different sequences of possibilities. recognized by conditional constructions like,

"ilX then Y and ifZ..... Students often used these constructions when identifYing

planning as a means ofexploring possible ways to approach situations. In reiation to the

first practice, "Apply theories of child development to understanding children" STl's

planning was conveyed when he said, ul think about all the different areas of

development, such as cognitive, physical, emotional, social and language when [plan the

program for the children" (June la, 1998). ST6 reflected, '1 have become more aware of

different abilities and skills for each age group. If there is a majority ofa certain age

group you plan activities for them, but have to consider the others as weU. For instance

you can expand into more complex things like environmental issues with older children"

(June la, 1998). ST8 contributed, "I observe the children and become familiar with their

stages ofdevclopment, then I plan activities for them" (June la, 1998).
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STI responded to the second practice, "Develop the children's envirorunent to

promote development and learning," by planning. He said, "When I set up the learning

environment, I select materials for the children and a space for the activity that I have

planned. I have to have things at the children's eye level-like pictures, so that they can

see them and relate to them" (June 10, 1998). In relation to the sixth practice, Uinteract

with families," ST4 took a planning approach as she said, "I would need to talk to the

parent who says they dQn't want their child to sleep during the day, if I can see that he

gets tired. I would explain that he needs his rest because of all the activity that he has

from the time that he arrives, but that I would not let him sleep a long time, just enough to

be rested" (June 10, 1998).

At the critical level of reflective thinking there were 28 responses: 10 ellQluate

review responses. 9 evaluate-reconsider responses, and 9 ellQ/uate-decide responses. The

critical level occurred when students examined the issues ofethics, morals, and justice in

education. They identified personal action within wider socio-historical and politico

cultural contexts. The students made judgements about professional practice and whether

or not it is equitable, just, and respectful of other persons. The critical level involved

students in reflecting on the way they reflected and developing theoretical underpinnings

and critical insights about their experiences and those of the children.

Evaluate-review was evident in the data 10 times during the second discussion

group. Students showed evaluate-review responses when they could give the good points

and the bad ones; could appraise situations; give opinions regarding a value, or the
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advantages and disadvantages ofpnctices.. In mation to the second practice, "'Develop

the children's environment," ST I evaluate.reYiewed his prac:tice and responded, "When

matcrials are kept up high on ashel( children can't make their own cOOK:es about what

they want to do. I think about them being able to reach them and not always having to

ask foe them. [want to instill independence. I used to think I would be in mot'"e control if

the materials WCI"e up out of the children's reach" Qune 10, 1998). In response to the

third practice, "Provide a safe and healthy environment,.. STI's evaluate.review response

was, "Staff' need to meet and discuss what they agree on to be safe or not. I noticed one

staff'would let the children play with sticks and run in the lowel'" playground and then the

next staff took away the sticks and lold the children they couldn't Nn. Children can't

learn what is expected or be safe if there are two sets OfNles" (June 10, 1998). ST7

reflected on the fifth practice, "Guide children's behaviour," when she evaluate-reviewed,

"A child needs to know they can trust you -like the little one who came to live with me.

She didn't know at first that I would be there for her anytime she nceded me., because bet'

parents weren't. Now that she bUStS me, she listens to what I say. I constantly try to see

the world through the chilcI'. eyeS" Qune 10, 1998). S1'2 evaluate-reviewcd her practice

in reflection ofthe sixth practice. "Interact with families," when she said, -rhcre is the

issue ofstandards and family values. You need to understand they can be different -.

child will react differently in different situations.. Families may do things differently than l

would. I respect other families' values as well as my own" (June 10, 1998).

The eighth practice is "Conduct oncselfprofessionally." Students would have
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completed one course on professionalism by the end oftheir first yearofsbJdy. ST4

evaluate-reviewed as she reflected, "Being professional might be that someone was cold or

not concerned with the feelin~ofothers which is not suitable for working with children.

I feel that a teacher can have professional interests but must have the personal qualities of

caring about children" (June 10, 1998).

Evaluate-reconsider was evident in 9 responses. Students showed evaluate

reconsider responses when they reviewed a situation and modified their practice or the

plan ifnew infonnation or an element oflhe situation were not previously considered.

sn reflected using evaluate-reconsider when she responded to the first practice, "Apply

theories ofchild development to understanding children." She stated,

Knowledge ofchild development makes me think about what is age appropriate

for the child. It makes you more aware ifyou are doing something with a two

year old {for instance] that they are not ready for. I think about how they would

use materials. (fthey are getting frustrated or losing interest I know I need to

make adjustments to suit their development. I didn't know the importance of this

before [learned it. (June 10, 1998)

ST4 evaluate-reconsidered as she reflected on child development, "As I get to

know more about child development it helps me to understand how to encourage each

child in their own way. There is a big difference in development in the children at the

school and those at the day care. I now see how important the younger ages are in

preparing the children to go to school" (June 10, 1998). In response to the second
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practice, "Develop the children's environment." ST2 evaluate-reconsidered. "I put

myselfin the children's shoes to really get a feel for the environment. I remember when

you had us get: down to the children's height and look around the room. Ifl can't see

because oftables and chairs and shelves, then I can't choose what to do. Children should

be able to see the learning areas when they enter a room" (June 10, 1998).

Reflecting on the eighth practice, "Conduct oneselfprofessionaUy," sn evaluate

reconsidered, "I have learned that you: have to respect confidentiality of the people you

work w;th. I didn't realize how important this was until I worked in outreach (family

support program) and went into people's homes" (June 10, 1998).

Evaluate-decide was evident 9 times in the second discussion group. Evaluate

decide responses were evident when students made explicit or implicit judgement on their

perfonnance, identified by key words like, "no,""yes.," "fine," and so on. The decision

may take a person back to reconsideration and sometimes review, or may result in a new

action. When reflecting on the sixth practice, «Interact with families," ST6 evaluate

decided. "When I speak to parents I don'tju:dge them. I encourage them to talk about

their child and [tell them information about their child's day w;th me" (June 10, 1998). In

response to the seventh practice, "Perfunn administrative tasks," ST7's evaluate-decide

response was, "I want to make sure that the centre is keeping the standards and meeting

the regulations" (June 10, 1998). ST6 responded to the eighth practice, "Conduct oneself

professionally," using eva1uate-decide when she reflected, "You have to respect people's

privacy and when you work w;th fiunilies you may know them or even be related to them,
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like everyone here is. but you have to remember that you are professional" (June 10,

1998). ST7 evaluate-decided, "It is my respollS1'bility to give a child a good feeling about

themselves. I let them know that I am there for them. A child is a child no matter where

they are" (June 10, 1998).

4 1.3 Third discussion group

The third discussion group took place during week 12 in the students' community.

Its purpose was to involve the study group in discussion about values, beliefs, and ethics.

A case study was presented to the group, and using a recognized code ofethics for early

childhood education to guide the discussion, participants identified and analysed an ethical

dilemma in order to work: towards a resolution. Two further case studies derived from the

group's own work: experiences and the same process was foUowed in analysing each of the

cases. Evidence ofme students' reflective thinking about the ethical implications oftheir

actions, and evidence of critical reflection was coUected. Table 5 represents the

incidences ofreflective thinJcing by each student during the third discussion group. The

data were organized by reflective thinking levels and behaviours.

There were a total of43 reflective thinking responses documented in the third

discussion group. The results oCthe data analysis are supported by evidence from the

students' contributions to the discussion.

At the tcchnicallevcl of reflective thinking there were 3 responses: I describe

response. and 2 question responses. The tcchnicallevel was evident when students

considered the best means to reach an unexamined end. In doing so, they showed
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everyday thinking and acting - partly routine, partly composed of intuitive tIlought and

partly reflective ofthe immediate circumstances and how to improve them.

Describe responses were coded when there was evidence that studcn:ts gathered

information and made objective descriptions ofexperiences or incidents. The 1 descnbe

response was documented when STI described what he felt was the ethical responsibility

to the group ofchildren, "One child can disrupt the whole playroom sometimes.

Everybody needs to be enjoying themselves" (July 12, 1998).

The 2 question responses were noted when students made a statemel1lt to extract

and select information, such as "What do I need to know?" ST2 questioned lhe values

conflict between the staff and the parents. "Should l, as a staff; pursue actiOI1l on this

situation even when parents consider there is no problem" (July 12, 1998)? STJ

questioned the source ofadditional information, "Staff should keep written <>bselVations

and bring the PBf'Cllts in (to the centre] to show them. Couldn't you bring in the other

parents too? What iftheir" children are also afraid (of the aggressive behavio-.lr]" (July 12:,

1998)1

At the practical level ofreflec:tive thinking there were 21 responses: 5 analyse

responses, and 16p/an responses. The practical level was evident when students

consid«ed not only the means. but also the goals and the assumptions upon which these

were based, and demonstrated the ability to discuss and negotiate through language to

improve the aetual outcomes. They considered eve()'day experiences and incidents and

formulated practical principles and limited insights into the effects oftheir teacl1ing on
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children's experiences.

There were S analyse responses noted during the third discussion group. Analyse

responses were evident at the practical level, when students identified components ofa

situation and considered how the elements were linked or interacted. They recognized

personal beliefS, emotions, or biases with regard to a situation. STl's analytical response

to the values conflict that existed in the first case was. "The child's needs and parent's

perspectives are in conflict" (July 12, 1998). ST2 reflected. "The teacher's expectations

are in conflict with the parent's perspectives" (July 12, 1998). ST4's analysis ofthe case,

"One child's needs are in conflict with Ute needs ofthe group ofchildren" (July 12, 1998).

In the third discussion group, there were 16 plan responses. Evidence of plan

responses were evident when students elaborated on intermediate constructions to explore

different sequences ofpossibilitics, recognized by conditional constructions like, "ifX then

Y and ifZ..... Students often used these constructions when identifying planning as a

means of exploring possible ways to approach situations. ST2's plan response to the

discussion on the ethical responsibility that the teacher has in relation to the group of

children was, "The ethical responsibility I have to the group ofchildlen requires observing

and planning to allow for one staff to work closely with the one child and prevent

instances ofaggression with the other children" (July 12, 1998). ST4 planned ways for

the parents to get additional information, "I would ask the parents to visit the centre and

observe their child through the two--way mirror so that they can see for themselves how

his behaviour is different" (July 12, 1998). ST7 stated, '1: would need to plan ways to



help the child to feel like part oCthe group. He could feel alienated which would affect the

way he acts" (July 12, 1998).

At the critical level ofreOcctivc thinking there were 19 responses: 2eva/uate

review responses, 4 ewdutIfe-reconsider responses,. and 13 ewzluate-decide responses.

The critical level occurred when students examined the issues ofethics. morals, and justice

in education. They identified personal action within wider socia-historical and politico

cultum contexts. The students made judgements about professional practice and whether

or not it is equitable, just, and respcct:ful ofother persons. The critical level involved

students in reOecting on the way they reflected and developing theoretical underpinnings

and critical insights about their experiences and those ofthe children.

Evaluate-review was evident in the data twice during the third discussion group.

Students showed evaluate-review responses when they could give the good points and the

bad ones; could appraise situations; give opinions regarding a value, or the advantages

and disadvantages of practices. ST4 evaluate-reviewed her own practice in relation to the

ethical responsibilities towards the child, «I have to talk to the child and see how he feels.

He needs a relationship he can trusr:. There has got to be something that is making him

fed that way. The teacher must use developmentally appropriate practices with him.

Communication with him is needed to get a better understanding" (July 12, 1998).

There were 4 instances when students reflected at the critical level of evaluate·

reconsider in the third discussion group. Students showed evaluate-reconsider responses

when they reviewed a situation and modified their practice or the plan ifnew information
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or an element oflhe situation were not previousIyconsidered. STI reflected on a means

ofseeking additional information which might improve her practice. "A social worker

who works with children in their home could work with the outreach day care staff and

maybe open up communication about the chid's behaviour" (July 12, 1998).

The 13 instances ofthe critical level ofevaluate-decide indicated that the students

had some definite ideas about their roles and responsibilities in relation to the topic of

ethical practice. Evaluate-decide responses were evident when students made explicit or

implicit judgement on their peri"onnance., identified by key words like, "no." "yes." "fine:'

and so on. The decision may take a person back:: to reconsideration and sometimes review.

or may result in a new action. In relation to the ethical responsibility to the family. STl

said, "Confidentiality is my respolWoility.• keep all information about the situation

confidential" (July 12. 1998). ST7 said, "Supporting parents in understanding their

child's behaviour from a developmental point of view is my responsibility. Parents need

some advice on how to help their child. r can give them that" (July 12, 1998). Ethical

resporwbility toward the child prompted ST4 to say. ". don't blame the child. He needs

to be treated with respect too. It is my role to get him help. It isn't easy for him. You

can let him know that you can feel his pain and that you are there to help him" (July 12,

1998). ST 7 added, "It is my responsibility to develop a relationship with the child; to

make him feel that he is important. I think about the child's self-esteem" (July 12, 1998).

In relation to the ethical responsibility to community and society, STI evaluate

decided, "He needs to feel positive and good about himself before he will act differently.
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He needs to develop social skills in ordec to get along now and when he grows up" (July

12, 1998). ST7 offered, "'I am responsible to promote the health and safety ofall clUldren.

The day care must be seen as a safe place for children. He needs to learn problem·solving

skins so when he gets older he can deal with situations with co-operation and self-control"

(July 12, 1998).

414 Sumroarvofdiscussion groups.

In weeks I, 6 and 12 ofthe study, students participated in planned discussion

groups. FOT each discussion group. the researcher introduced the topic and guided the

discussion. The researcher encouraged students to reflect and to respond in a free..f1ow

format from their own experience rather than be hampered by trying to provide a correct

answer. The topics for each ofthe three discussion groups were chosen so that students

would have increasing opportunity to reflect on their own practices and at more critical

levels. The first discussion group wlUch introduced reflective tlUnking, resulted in 83

responses of reflective thinking: 18 at the technical level, 32 at the practical level, and 33

at the critical level. At the technical level there were 16 descnlle responses and 2 question

responses. At the practicailevel there were 28 analyse responses and 4 plan responses.

At the criticailevel there were 14 evaluate-review responses, 12 evaluate-reconsider

responses, and 7 evaluatc-decide responses.

The second discussion group, which focussed on standards ofpraetice, resulted in

82 responses ofretlective thinking: 20 at the technicailevel, 34 at the practical level, and

28 at the criticailevel. At the technicaileveJ there were 19 describe responses and 1
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question response. At the practical level there were 23 analyse responses and 11 plan

responses. At the critical level there were to evaluate-review responses. 9 evaluate

reconsider responses., and 9 evaiuate-dccide responses.

The third discussion group which focussed on ethical practice, resulted in a total of

43 responses: 3 at the technical level, 21 at the practical level, and 19 at the critical level.

At the technical level there were 1 descnOe response and 2 question responses. At the

practical level there were 5 analyse responses and 16 plan responses. At the critical level

there were 2 evaluate-review responses, 4 evaluate-reconsider responses, and 13 evaluate

decide responses. Overall, the discussion groups provided many instances of reflective

thinking levels and behaviours amongst the students in the study group.

4 2 Guided journal writing

Students were introduced to guidedjoumal writing in week 2 of the study while

they were involved in the first pracricum institute at the coUege demonstration child care

centre. Students were asked to submit] guided journal writing entries in week 2, and ] in

week 3. At the end of week 3 students completed the practicum institute and returned to

their own community. In weeks 4 and 5, while the students worked at the child care

centre in their community, they were asked to submit 2 guided journal writing entries, I

each week. Over the 5 weeks of7 to II, students were asked to submit 4 guided journal

writing entries as they reflected on their work at the child care centre in their community.

In total there were an expected 84 individual guidedjoumal writing entries, 12 from each

oCthe 7 students. Written guidelines (Appendix B) were provided to assist students in
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using reflective thinking behaviours during their journal writing. They were coached by

the researcher through written feedback to think about: describing experiences that

caused them to reflect; questioning situations that arose for them in their interactions with

the children and the fiunilies with whom they worked; analysing dilemmas; planning to

address situations; evaluating, reviewing or reconsidering their actions in order to arrive

at appropriate decisions; and applying course work and theoretical knowledge to their

daily practices.

Table 6 represents the incidences of reflective thinking by each student from the

guided journal writing entries. The data were organized by reflective thinking levels and

behaviours from their guided journal writing entries.

The researcher identified 142 reflective thinking responses in the guidcdjoumal

writing. The results ofthe data analysis are supported by evidence from the students'

journals. There were a total of76 guided journal writing entries received out of an

expected 84 submissions. Two students in the group submitted 8 guided journal writing

entries while the rest submitted 12 each.

At the technicallcvei ofref1eetive thinking there were 48 responses: 42 describe

responses, and 6 question responses. The technicallcvcl was evident when students

considered the best means to reach an unexamined end. In doing so, they showed

everyday thinking and acting - panly routine,. partly composed of intuitive thought and

partly reflective ofthe immediate circumstances and how to improve them.

Describe responses were coded when there was evidence that students gathered
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information and made objective descriptions of experiences or incidents. There were 42

describe responses documented in the guided journal writing. STJ described the events of

her day, "The kids went on the bikes first for a while; then someone brought out the farm

kit and we played with that all day, then someone brought out the washer and dryer and

place settings. The kids had a ball and so did I with aU the toys" (May 7, 1998). She

described another experience., '1: went over to the water table and played with the kids

there. One girl didn't want to share the toys with the other kids so I had to teU her that

maybe it would be & good idea for her to share but she said that she didn't want to so she

took the water toy and left" (May 7, 1998).

ST6 descnDcd as she reflected on an instance involving the need to guide a child's

behaviour,

In the morning I watched when a teacher removed a child from the playdough

table because she was throwing playdough. first she told the child not to throw

the playdough because it goes on the floor and then they can't use it. When the

child continued to throw the playdough I stated that she shouldn't throw

playdough. Then when she didn't stop I told one of the teachers and the teacher

then said that she was soil)' but she had to remove the child from the table because

shc: was throwing playdough. (May 11, 1998)

STl's description ofan experience with a child was.,

When [child'S name] wu playing with the lege and [another child's name] came

and took it away, [child's name] became sad. So I, at his eye levd asked. 'What's



wrong?' He tells me he wanted his lego back, so I asked [the other child's name]

to come over. Then I explained to him that it was not nice to take something away

from another child without asking because the child's feelings will get hurt. I told

him that ifhe wants something that another person has, he has to ask for it first,

then the other child has a choice to give it or not. (May 6, 1998)

The guided journal writing contained 6 question responses. Question responses

were noted when students made a statement to extract and select information, such as

"What do I need to know?" STS wrote, "While observing the fuU day group today one of

the little girls started dancing and all ofa sudden she puUed her pants down halfway. The

tC&Cher said something quietly to her and she p.aUed them up again and went on playing

with her" friends. I wonder why she would do this? I will ask the teacher when I get a

chance. I don't thinJc I know how I would have handled this" (May 12, 1998). S17

likewise questioned a situation she didn't know bow to handle, "Today there were

children playing in the pit, and foc some reason one child hit another child in the chest with

his hand; that child began to ay. I was not sure ofwhat I was supposed to do. I told the

teacher what I saw. What way should I deal with such incidents" (May 6, 1998)? Having

received feedback on her guided journal writing, the next day ST7 wrote, ''Today when I

was not sure about something that arose I went to the teacher and asked her what I could

do about the situation. She gave me advice on what I could try, [and] ifit did not work,

she would deal with it, and told me I could let her know if I want her to do this" (May 7,

1998).
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At the practical level of reflective thinking there were S6 responses: S2 analyse

responses, and 4 plan responses. The practical level was evident when students

considered not only the means, but also the goals and the llSSlImptions upon which these

were based, and demonstrated the ability to discuss and negotiate through language to

improve the actual outcomes. They considered everyday experiences and incidents and

fonnulated practical principles and limited insights into the effects ofthcir teaching on

children's experiences.

Analyse responses were evident at the pracrlcallevel, when students identified

components ofa situation and considered how the elements were linked or interacted.

They recognized personal beliefs, emotions, or biases with regard to a situation. There

were S2 analyse responses in the guidedjoumaJ writing. ST4 analysed the way she felt

when she was first at the children's centre, "I enjoy working at the centre. There is never

a dull moment with so many children. I find the stafffiiendly and helpful. I am beginning

to get: to know everyone. I don't feel comfortable in the staffroom. I feel like I am

treading on forbidden grounds. Seems like there is nothing in common with me, while in

the students' room we are all alike" (May 6, 1998). STS was reflective about settling in as

well, "I thought today went really well. I was more relaxed than I was the first couple of

days. When I first entered the centre I said to myself 'I don't belong here' and I felt so

out ofplace. There were so many children and it was so overwhelming" (May 6, 1998).

STS also analysed a situation:
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When 1 am not sure ofsometJUng 1 usually aslc: one ofthe caregivers and they

maic:e suggestions or give me a little advice on a particular child. For me. working

with [teacher's names] and all the other staffmembers is an eye opener. They are

all so kind and friendly that they make me feel like 1 am important and not just

another student. (May 6, 1998)

ST7 analysed the way she felt about the way that staff at the centre guided

children's behaviour.

There were a few incidents 1 observed today. There were a few disagreements

where the teacher stepped in and assisted the children in solving the problem. She

handled aU oflhis very well and also looked and remained calm. The teacher

showed how she cared for each child's feelings and explained to the child to let the

other mow how he felt. By observing how the teacher dealt with such incidents

gave me a good feeling about the children's centre and aU the staff. (May 6, 1998)

ST6 analysed as she reflected on a situation, "'I felt that 1 knew the children more

and was able to extend their play. I did not want to be intruding so I aslc:ed if! could join.

1 don't know ifthat was right because 1 felt about what would 1 do iftbey would say no"

(May 7, 1998). STl analysed his actions, "By using the problem-solving technique it

helps diffuse or solve a problem. It works. It is bener to see it in action than it is to just

read about it. The problem-solving technique makes more sense to me now when it is

being used by me or others" (May 6, 1998).

sn analysed her descriptions ofexperiences with children as she reflected on
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them in the following passage:

Today was interesting. I intel1lCted with the children as much as possible and

observed the teacher as much as possible. I like the way the teachers redirect the

children when they are behaving in a way that is not acceptable. They don't just

teU them that what they are doing is not nice, they tell them why. They let them

know that what they are doing is hurting the other person. (May 7, (998)

sn wrote her analysis ofa challenging situation, "When I went on the floor I tried

to conduct my planned activity but it didn't go very well. I was a little upset about this

and for about 20 minutes I didn't want to interact with the kids because I was so mad. All

I needed was a little time to calm down and then I was fine" (May II, 1998).

There were 4 plan responses in the guided journal writing. Plan responses were

evident when students elaborated on intennediate constructions to explore different

sequences ofpossibilities, recognized by conditional constructions like, "ifX then Y and if

Z..... Students often used these constructions when identifYing planning as a means of

exploring possible ways to approach situations. STS planned as she reflected on preparing

anaetivity,

(Student's name] and I have to do another activity with the children. We have

planned to do planting flowers with the children, which I wasn't sure if they would

enjoy or not. The first thing we are going to do is to talk: to the children about

how to plant flowers. The second and most imponant thing to talk about is safety

because we are going to be out on the parking 101, so they will have to stay close



to us. When we go outside the children will choose where they want to make the

hole to plant their t10wer in, and then they will choose the t1ower, plant it and

water it. While we are planting we will talk about how the plant is going to grow

and why it needs water. (May 14, 1998)

Likewise, ST2 thought through the activity that she would be implementing the

foUowing day. ST2 planned, "Tomorrow we are going to do body tracing, so I have

prepared aU ofthe materials that I have listed on my activity planning sheet. I have asked

[teacher's name] what I should do to get the kids to do the activity and [know what my

role will be once they get started" (May 13, 1998).

At the critical level ofreflectivc thinking there were 38 responses: 19 evaluate

rewew responses, II evaluate-reconsider responses, and 8 eva/uote-decide responses.

The eriticallevel occurred when students examined the issues ofethics, morals, and justice

in education. They identified personal action within wider socio-historicai and politico

cultural contexts. The students made judgements about professional practice and whether

or not it is equitable, just, and respectful ofother persons. The critical level involved

students in reflecting on the way they reflected and developing theoretical underpinnings

and critical insights about their experiences and those ofthe children.

There were 19 evaluate-review responses in the guidedjoumal writing. STS

evaluate-reviewed her feelings about the level of structure in the child care centre in the

conununity,

1 mentioned to one of the caregivers about the children's disinterest in the water
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table and she told me that she feels that the day care is too structured for her-...I

told her about the day care at the coUege where the activities were put out aU da~

and the children are allowed to come and go to each play area as often as they

wish. There was no time limit on these activities. She said that is how our day

care should run too. It was nice to know that someone in the day care feels the

same way as I do about how it is structured. (June 29. 1998)

STI used her- guided journal writing to evaluate-review as she reflected on variows

experiences. She wrote,

Based on my experience with children I agree with the way the staffdeal with

situations with children. It malccs every child feel important and this gives me a

good feeling. I would hope that I would deal with children the same way. at leas=t I

try to most ofthc time. I have learned $0 much in this course. I think that I am

good to all children because the children come to me a lot for comfort and I do Imy

best for them. Thc centrc [at thc coUege] is different because there are so many

children and they aU get along so weU. because of how the staffdeal with them,

but at home where there ue children from different families. some families take

sides. This makes it difficult for the children to sort out their own feelings for

themselves and amongst each other. (May 8, 1998)

Evaluate-reconsider was used II times in the students' guided journal writing.

Students showed evaJuate-reconsider responses when they reviewed a situation and

modified their practice or the plan ifnew infonnation or an element ofthe situation were
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not previously considered. STl reflected at the critical level ofevaluate-reconsider as he

reflected in his guided journal writing about a situation where a young child was becoming

very attached to him in a dependent way. STl wrote,

Today I did what we discussed yesterday. When the child started to become

attached and clinging to me, I got him interested in something to play with and I

gradually moved away. He stayed at the activity for a little while, then began

looking for me again. He stayed with me for a little while because I did not want

him to think I didn't want him around me. Through the morning I may have

redirected the child on several occasions. Eventually he stayed with the children

but kept eye contact with me. (May 12, 1998)

STS evaluated-reconsidered as she reflected on her work with a child with special

needs,

I work with a child with special needs every day from 1:30-3:30. We'U do our

ABCs and her numbers. We also use picture cards with her. When I'm doing this

with her I wonder ifrm doing more hann than good. I was told that she is in her

play stage of her development. This course has helped me to deal with her

disability and understand how she must feel too. l'm sure she must feel frustrated

too at times because oCher lack ofcomrnunication with others. I feci that ifshe

had more opportunities to play with other children and with materials that she

would develop her language. [have worked with students in the past with

disabilities and made a difference in their lives,. 50 [ hope [can do the same for her.
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(June 7, 1998)

ST6 reflected at the critical level ofevaluate-reconsider about her interaction with

children. "When I was helping the children put on their coats I wanted to zip their coats

when they asked. Then I would think about what was said about not doing things for

them that they can do themselves. Then I would make sure I let them try and encourage

them. They feel good aboutthemse!ves when they accomplish something" (May 6, 1998).

There were 8 instances ofevaluate-decide. Evaluate.-decide responses were

evident wilen students made explicit or implicit judgement on their performance. identified

by key words like, "no," "yes," ''fine,'' and so on. The decision may take a person back to

reconsideration and sometimes review, or may result in a new action. ST2 reflected on

the implications ofher actions or conduct in her journal, "I did realize one thing and that is

I know that what ever we do or however we react to children, they are affected in some

way by it" (June S, 1998). STS fdt certain ofher practice when giving advice to a c0

worker. She wrote, "[Teacher's name] was working at the day care attne same time and

she told me that she can't get her [the child with special needs] to listen to her at all. I

told her that she has to be very stem with her. I make sure that she is looking straight at

me when I am talking to her. It helps her learn listening skills. I never have any trouble

with ber, myself' (June 22, 1998). ST7 who has a lot of experience working with children

in many differing circumstances wrote,

One time this child was upset when it was time for her to leave with her parents. I

sat and took: the child onto my lap and wiped away her tears and comforted her for
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• while until she felt better. I spoke to the parent and asked him to give her a little

time to calm down and make up her mind about leaving because if she was forced

this could make things more difficult for both ofthem. Since I have been taking

this course I understand the children's needs bener. This helps me to help children

feel good as well as children learn to trust me more. This gives me a good

relationship with children and the parents. I am able to make decisions with more

confidence about myse:£: (May 22, 1998)

4 2 I Summary of guided journal writing.

Out ofa potential of84 submissions, 76 guidedjoumal writing entries were

received and analysed in the study. Two students in the group submitted 8 guidedjoumal

writing entries while the rest submitted 12 each. The researcher noted 142 responses of

reflective thinking in the guided journal writing. Students showed evidence of aU

reflective thinking levels and behaviours. When reflective thinking levels were analysed,

the tecJmjcallevei was identified 48 times, ofwhich there were 42 describe responses and

6 question responses. The practicallevei was evident 38 times, ofwhich there were 52

analyse responses and 4 plan responses. The criticailevel was evident 56 times ofwhich

there were 19 evaiuate-.review responses, II evaiuate-.reconsider responses, and 8

evaluate-decide responses.

Some students made lengthy journal entries, writing as they explored the process

of reflective thinking. Some students described an experience. then analysed the

description, and then evaluated and reviewed their practice or the situation. Other
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students were briefand concise in their guided journal writing and wrote the result oftheir

reflective thinking as opposed to the process.

In conclusion, guided journal writing showed evidence ofretlective thinking

amongst early childhood education students at the end oftheir first year of study in a two

year post-secondary diploma program.

4 3 Discussions ofobservations ofpWce

The discussions ofobservations ofpractice took place in week 3 and week 12 of

the study. Week: 3 was the final week ofthe three-week. praeticum institute at the college

demonstration child care centre, and week 12 was the final week of the last semester of

the first year ofthe two-ycar diploma program.

The first set of discussions was focussed on the observation fonn, "General

Evaluation ofPractice" (Appendix D) based on observations ofthe students' practice

during the thrce-wcek praeticum institute. The second set of discussions was focussed on

the observation fonn, "Conduct Oneself Professionally" (Appendix D) related to course

work and observations ofthe students' practice at the child care centre in the students'

community. The observation fonns were designed for use by the student for self

evaluation, and by the researcher for observation. The fonnat included a rating scale and

a place for descriptive observation notes. It helped students to think about and reflect on

the application and synthesis ofcourse work into practice. The student and the researcher

discussed onc--on-one, each oftheir findings. and used this discussion to help the student

to set goals for further improvement of their practice.
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4.3 I F"1lJl set ofdilCUUions ofobseryariON ofpm;tjce.

During the first practic:um institute which took place in the last sernesler of the first

year of the ~ycardiploma prognm. the~ obscrva1 students' practicc while

they wen: involved in the children's program at the coUcge demonstration child care

centre. The researcher and staffofthe centre gave fcedbaclc to students on an on-going

ba.sis during the thrcc-week institute., in order to heighten their awareness ofthcir practice

and to support them in strengthening iL 'The first set of discussions ofobservations of

pcacticc took place in week 3 of the study which was also the third wcekofthc institute.

The focus ofthc first set ofdiscussions was the fo"", "General Evaluation ofPraeticc"

(Appendix D) which contains practice descriptors from the eight learning outcomes of the

diploma prognm. Students were provided the fonn in week I of the study so that they

could evaluate their own practices based on the same criteriL At the end ofthc

practicum. the raean:her and students discussed their observations and seIf-evaIualion, foc

a total of7 rescarcheNtudent individual discussions.

Table 7 represents the incidences of reflective lhinIcing by each student for the firsc

set ofdiso.Issions ofobservations of practicc. The data WCf'C organized by reflective

lhinIcing levels ar.d bchaviouB.

n.ere were a total of 120 reflective thinking responses in the first set of

discussions of observations ofpracticc. 'The results ofthe data analysis are supported by
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evidence from the students' audio taped discussions. students' notes. and researcher's

notes.

At the teehnicallevd ofrdlective thinking there were 42 responses: 41 describe

responses. and I question response. The technical level was eviclent when students

considered the best means to reach an unexamined end. In doing- so, they showed everyday

thinking and acting - partly routine, partly composed of intuitive thought and partly

re8ective ofthe inunediate circumstances and how to improve them.

Describe responses were coded when there was evidence that students gathered

infonnation and made objective descriptions of experiences or incidents. There were 41

describe responses during the first set ofdiscussions of observatic:ms of practice. ST7

re8ected on the way she interacted with other adults while with tile children, and described,

"'On the floor I only talk to the other students or the staffifit is related to the program. I

find ifyou take your attention away something could happen just like that. Also I don't talk

about the children in front ofthe others" (May IS. 1998). Also. '6Vith the children, she

described her role, "'I saw myselfas a role model for the children, washing hands before and

after snack and lunch and cooking activities. It is part of their routine and they do it as

soon as they are asked. I noticed the teachers disinfecting the tab-Ie tops so [ helped with

that too" (May 1S, 1998). ST4 reflected on the activity she had carried out, and described

the situation,

I assisted the teachers in putting out the activities. [Stude:nt's name] and I prepared

our [culture] activities. It was fun. [Teacher's name] said our activity went wen. I
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was so nervous. Did you see my dress? The children liked the drum too. I like to

sit with a child and read a story. Whenever a child asks me to read llilce to do thaL

They ask: questions and we talk. They learn a lot of language in all the activities. t

ask them questions too and they teU me stories too. (May IS, 1998)

There was 1 question response which was noted when the student made a statement

to extract and select information, such as "What do I need to know?" ST4 questioned,

"l1\e othel" day two boys wouldn't listen to me. They laughed and took off. What should I

have done? I asked a teacher and she said to stop them from running and talk to them so

they listen to me. Is this the best way to deal with this" (May IS, 1998)?

At the practicallevd ofreflective thinking there were 42 responses: 34 analyse

responses, and 8 pion responses. The practical level was evident when students considered

not only the means, but also the goals and the assumptions upon which these were based,

and demonstrated the ability to discuss and negotiate through language to improve the

actual outcomes. TRey considered everyday experiences and incidents and fonnulated

practical principles and limited insights into the effects of their teaching on children's

experiences.

Analyse responses were evident at the practical level, when students identified

components of a situation and considered how the elements were linked or interacted.

They recognized personal beliefs.. emotions., or biases with regard to a situation. There

were 34 analyse responses. STI's analysis ofhis role as he interacted with the children

w....
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When a child is sad I notice it and I will say, 'you look sad, is there something

wrong?' Maybe ifhe knows I understand he will talk to me. I am very positive and

sensitive to the children. They are comfonable with me. I am gentle and calm. I

don't always feel calm but I think outwardly 1 look calm. When there are limits to

set, 1watch the teachers and try to foUow what they do. 1 know it is important to

be consistent, so sometimes I will ask for advice before [do something. (May IS,

1998)

ST2 analysed heI- interactions with the children during snack time, "I am very aware

ofthe need to include children in problem·solving. I had a few times that 1 had to help

them and they were pretty good at co-operating. I always get down to their eye level and

would speak to them ca1mIyand quietly'" (May IS, 1998).

STS analysed as she re!lected on her practice during the praeticum institute, "1

evaluated my own performance the way 1 saw it. 1 am not ready to handle things without

supervision yet. I am unsure about myselfin the group. But I have gained a lot of

confidence overall. 1 never would have come to [location] before. 1 have never been away

from home before" (May IS, 1998).

Plan responses were evident when students elaborated on intermediate

constructions to explore different sequences ofpossibilities, recognized by conditional

constructions like. "irX then Y and ifZ..... Students often used these constructions when

identifying planning as a means of exploring possible ways to approach situations. There

were 8 plan responses evident during the first set ofdiscussions. ST2 reflected on the
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process she was using to plan for the children's program,

I use my observations in the planning ofactivities. I listened during the plannirlg

meeting and heard how the teachers discuss their observations ofthe children's.

interests and development and think about how they can make the program

interesting for them. I have been using my observations during the course to focus

on the children. That is how [student'S name] and I decided to do body tracing and

music activities. (May IS, 1998)

ST4 similarly reflected with a plan response, "When I think about the children's

development, I plan ideas for the program. I see how the teachers plan based on what 1hey

have observed ofthe children's development and interests. I think ahead to what will best

help the children and what will be the conSC<juences ofmy ideas. I am getting used to

planning for the younger children now as I become more familiar with their stages"' (May

15, 1998). STI also reflected on preparing activities by using planning when she said,

When I planned my music activity, I observed the way the teachers work with tile

children, and what the children's interests are, then I planned on how I would de

mine. I obSCfVed the children closely and then compared my observations with my

partner, then we planned together using her ideas and mine. I have II years of

experience worlcing with children with special needs and I need to observe them to

understand them. (May 15, 1998)

At the critical level ofreflective thinking there were 36 responses: 17 evaluate

review responses. 3 evahmte-reconsider responses, and 16 evaluate-decide responses. The



criticallevd occurred when students examined the issues ofethics, morals, and justice in

education. They identified personal action within wider SClcio-rustorical and politico

cultural contexts. The students made judgements about professional practice and whether

or not it is equitable, just, and respectful ofother persons. The critical level involved

students in reflecting on the way they reflected and developing theoretical underpinnings

and critical insights about their experiences and those of the children.

Evaluate-review was evident in the data 17 times during the first set of discussions

ofobservations ofpractice. Students showed evaluate-review responses when they could

give the good points and the bad ones; could appraise situations; give opinions regarding

a value, or the advantages and disadvantages of practices. STS evaluate-reviewed as she

reflected on her professional conduct,

I keep all my observational records confidential. I have assured my target child's

parents that this infonnation is only read by me and my instructor and by them if

they want to read it. I know from working at the school the importance oflceeping

records confidential. I dress appropriately for work. I am very awace that this is

imponant in order to be able to participate in the activities with the children. I

don't swear and know the imponance ofspeaking cordially and communicating

properly with people at work. (May IS, 1998)

ST2 evaluate-reviewed her role working as a team member when she said,

From my past experience I was aware it is important that the staffwork as a team.

We did that at home in the family resource centre. Here I can see how well the
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staffdo this. 1 know that if we don't work together this way, the program for the

children will not be as effective. [Student's name] and 1 made our plans and then

took: them to the planning meetings to see how they would fit with the rest of the

program ideas. (May 15,1998)

There were 3 instances ofevaluate-reconsider during the first set ofdiscussions.

Students showed evaluate-reconsider responses when they reviewed a situation and

modified their practice or the plan ifnew information or an element ofthe situation were

not previously considered. ST2 evaluate-reconsidered how her new leaming has affected

her choice ofemployment, "I have evaluated myselfin the areas that 1 felt comfortable. [

have learned so much since being here and really wish that [ could work: in the day care at

home. 1 enjoy home-care outreach but I really like working in a centre. [am thinking

about asking (director's name] ifthey will consider me for the day care. I feel that is where

my strengths arc" (May IS, 1998).

ST4 evaluate- reconsidered the way she speaks with children during her

interactions,

1 always think about the way I say things to children. At first I wasn't realizing the

difference; now 1 see the difference when 1 ask: open-ended questions. They are

ready to tell me something then. If I volunteer an answer sometimes they will teU

me their own thought. It wasn't untilileamed in the course on guiding behaviour

that the way 1 speak to them makes such a difference to how we will relate to one

another. (May IS, 1998)
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Evaluate-decide, also at the critical level of reflective thinking, was evident 16 times

during the first set of discussions. Evaluate-decide responses were evident when students

made explicit or implicit judgement on their perfonnanee, identified by key words like,

"no," ''yes.,'' "fine," and so on. The decision may take a person back to reconsideration and

sometimes review, or may result in a new action. ST6 used evaluate-decide in several

instances as she reflected on her- role as an early childhood educator. In one instance she

reflected, "I know 1 have to be a good role model for the children. I can't act one way and

expect differently from them. 1 evaluated myself and feel that I know what my role is"

(May IS. 1998). ST7 evaluatMecided about her role, when she said,

I practice confidentiality and am $0 aware oflhis. With the families 1 work with,

and in our community everyone knows everyone else's business. I keep all matters

and records confidential. 1 don't discuss anything private about a family with

anyone. I have no trouble making decisions about these things; 1 weigh all the

information and don't need someone else to make a decision for me. (May IS,

1998)

4 J 2 Second set ofdiSCVMions ofobservatiODS ofpractjce.

The researcher conducted the second set of discussions of observations ofpractice

in week 12 at the child care centre in the students' community. The second set of

discussions were based on observations taken during weeks 6 and 12, five days per week

while students worked with the children at the child care centre in their community. The

focus ofthe second set ofdiscussions was the observation form, "Conduct Oneself
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Professionally"(Appendix D). Students were provided the observation fonn in week 6 of

the study so that they could evaluate their own practices based on the same criteria. At the

end ofthe practicum, the researcher and students discussed the observations lU1d the

students' self-evaluation, for a total of7 researcher-student individual discussions.

Table 8 represents the incidences ofre8ective thinking by each student during the

second set of discussions ofobservations of practice. The data were organized by

reflective thinking levels and behaviours.

The data show that students engaged in reflective thinking 152 times throughout

the second set ofdiscussions ofobservations of practice. The results ofthe data analysis

are supported by evidence from the students' audio taped discussions, notes from the self

evaluation of their performance, and the researcher's notes.

At the technical level ofre8ective thinking there were 39 responses: 37 describe

responses, and 2 question responses. Th~ technical level was evident when students

considered the best means to reach an unexamined end. In doing so, they showed everyday

thinking and acting - partly routine, partly composed ofintuitive thought and partly

reRective of the immediate circumstances and how to improve them.

Describe responses were coded when there was evidence that students gathered

information and made objective descriptions ofexperiences or incidents. There were 37

describe responses in the second set ofdiscussions. STI described as he reflected on his

personal chacacteristics:

I am a very" outgoing person. I like to be involved in vigorous activity. When I
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observed my target child the day he went outside to play at the playground, it was

better than any other day I observed him when he was indoors at the centre. For

the two weeks that I was working at the day care and the kids were playing

outdoors, I could really see their stages of gross motor development. (July14,

1998)

STS also reflected on bow her personal characteristics affect her professional

behaviour, "I am a quiet person. 1am more introverted and keep to myself 1 like my life

to have predictability and order..1guess I would be calm in a situation, rather than yelling

or screaming at a child, [would listen to what they have to say" (July 14, 1998).

ST7 described her role as an early childhood educator, "The children will see

activities that are hands-on and they will do what they are interested in. [would be there to

see how they are developing and learning. When two children are in conflict [ redirect

them or help them solve the problem" (July 14, 1998). ST6 also reflected on her role when

she described, '1 provide comfon and security to children and reassure them that things

are okay {with] the way they fed. I let them know it is okay to express their emotions"

(July 14,1998).

There were 2 question responses, which were noted when students made a

statement to extract and select information, such as "What do [need to know?" STI

questions as she tries to understand a child's behaviour, "[ try to find an explanation for

people's behaviour especially children. [ask, what could be wrong? Why is this childlike

this? I try to find the answers in order to help them" (July 14, 1998). sn questioned a
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child's behaviour and was seeking information, '7he child has such fun at the day care yet

he doesn't want to separate from his mother. He clings to her leg. I don't understand.

Why does he do that? rltSt he is having fun, then he starts acting like that. Why? Is it for

show or something? I can understand when a child is just starting day care and misses his

mother'" (July 14, 1998).

At the practical level ofrcflectivc thinking there were S6 responses: 46 analyse

responses, and 10 plan responses. The practical level was evident when students

considered not only the means, but also the goals and the assumptions upon which these

were based, and demonstrated the ability to discuss and negotiate through language to

improve the actual outcomes. They considered everyday experiences and incidents and

formulated practical principles and limited insights into the effects of their teaching on

children's experiences.

Analyse responses were evident at the practical level, when students identified

components ofa situation and considered how the elements were linked or interacted.

They recognized personal beliefs, emotions, or biases with regard. to a situation. There

were 46 analyse responses in the second set of discussions. ST2 reflected by analysing her

group management skills when she said,

[really do prefer working with a small group compared to a large group where

there would be more things to come up with to keep them interested, but ifyou had

a smaller group I could work more effectively, right now at least. Right now it

would be challenging to manage a~ group. I'm sure as I get more confidence
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and more experience I'U get more comfortable in that role. (July 14, 1998)

ST6 analysed her" personal characteristics in the discussion,

I look at how I am and how I am feeling. I know how I feel and try to stay in touch

with my feelings. When a child expresses emotions such as anger or fear, [ try to

help, although I am nervous. [get kind ofscaced. I don't want to do something

wrong, but I do try to help. I sympathize, I hold them and understand what they

are feeling. I try to talk to them. I try to build trust with children by giving them

space when they need it. depending on their culture, approaching them slowly, not

being too invasive. (July 14, 1998)

ST7 said when analysing her role, "The way you talk to a child will communicate

whether they can feel safe and secure with you. You observe them and watch for their

reactions in different situations. You observe them and get a sense of their feelings. You

can tell how a child is feeling by the way he acts and things he says. IfI sense he is sad I

will comfort him" (July 14, 1998).

There were 10 plan responses during the second set ofdiscussions of observations

ofpractice. Plan responses were evident when students elaborated on intermediate

constructions to explore different sequences of possibilities, recognized by conditional

constructions like,. "ifX then Y and ifZ..... Students often used these constructions when

identifYing planning as a means of exploring possible ways to approach situations. ST2

gave a planned response as she described what her role would be in the program,

[would set up the envirorunent so that the children are free to move to different
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centres and the activities wouJd be at their eye level. I wouldn't put things up high

so that they can't reach it. I would put everything at their fingenips so that they

can use the materials freely. I would tty to make their environment safe so that they

won't get hurt moving about. I would provide them with all different materials for

the different areas of development like music, dramatic play, blocks and painting.

Each child must be able to use the materials at their own level ofdevelopment for

example, cognitively, physicalJy, etc. I will observe the children, making myself

available for the cbiJdren but not invading their space. I would be looking at them,

smiling. reassuring them that I was there and I was happy. When two children are

in conflict I am a facilitator to assist the children in solving their problem. (July 12,

1998)

ST4 reflected as she planned, "I plan hands-on materials; art materials to make

what they want with; other equipment to help them develop in all areas. The curriculum

must be suitable for all ages of children and each area ofdevelopment must be planned with

development in mind for example, fine motor activity, large motor, creative, cognitive, etc.

I would consider their age and see what they are ready for" (July 14, 1998).

At the critical level ofrefJective thinking there were 57 responses: 17 evaluate

review responses, 14 evaluate-reconsider responses, and 26 evaluate-decide responses.

The critical level occurud when students examined the issues ofethics, morals, and justice

in education. They identified penonal action within wider socia-historical and politico.

cultural contexts. The students made judgements about professional practice and whether
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or not it is equitable, jwt, and respectful of other persons. The critical level involved

students in reflecting on the way they reflected and developing theoretical underpinnings

and critical insights about their experiences and those ofthe children.

Evaluate-review was evident in the data 17 times during the second set of

discussions. Students showed evaluate-review responses when they could give the good

points and the bad on~ could appraise situations; give opinions regarding a value, or the

advantages and disadvantages of practices. As ST2 reflected on ways that her personal

values impact: on her professional behaviour when she said,

I feel, and I guess from being told, that I am a very nurturing, and caring and giving

person. I would observe the children's reactions to my behaviour, and the lhings

that I do with them. Ifthey are interested, I must be doing something right. When

I am at the day care, it would be nice ifthe other teachers who have more

experience told me ifthey saw me doing something that I could do better or say

differently. I would certainly like to hear that. This way 1would know not to do it

or say it the nelrt time. Obviously there is a certain way that you talk to children,

and a certain way that you respond to their actions and behaviours and if I'm not

responding right, I am not going to get what I am looking for, and that the child

expects. (July 14, 1998)

In another part ofthe discussion relating to practising professional values, ST7 said,

For me the past 4 or 5 years since I entered the workforce, I didn't realize how

different clilldren were. I thought they were aU like mine. Only since I have been
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working with social services, working with families who were very different from

mine., with different values., different ways ofrearing their children and at first I

found it really uncomfortable. Now I know that every family is different with

values and beliefs oftheir own and I have learned to accept them and show respect

for who they are. It is easy to judge them, but when you work with the children,

you really have to know that family. (July 14, 1998)

STI evaluate-reviewed about a personal characteristic, "I love getting feedback. I

call you when I want feedback on my work. I review it and say it looks okay to me but 1

would like to have another opinion. So I usually call you or I call somebody. I can you for

feedback and I tell you the way 1would do it, and I listen to what you say. Sometimes I

don't change it. I just do itthe way I was going to. That is why 1 asked forfeedback; ifl

am ott: then I'll go back and change it; but if your ideas are different than mine, I may

leave it" (July 14, 1998).

l1\ere were 14 instances when students reOected at the critical level ofevaluate-

reconsider. Students showed evaluate-reconsider behaviour when they reviewed a

situation and modified their practice or the plan ifnew information or an element of the

situation were not previously considered.

ST4 evaluate-reconsidered as she reflected on her practice,

I have gained an understanding of how a child feels. I know through my course

work. that there is an explanation for why a child behaves the way he does. He isn't

trying to torment someone; he is trying to express his feelings about something. I
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am much mOf"C aware ofthe different stages and areas of development. I wouldn't

have known that before. I use this knowledge when I plan activities for the

program. I understand the children in kindergarten are at a different stage of

development than at the preschool. (July 14, 1998)

ST4 worked hard reconsidering her pl1lctice as her experience was in a classroom setting in

the primary grades ofthe school in the community. The knowledge that she gained

through her course work helped her to reconsider her practice and become developmentally

appropriate for preschool.age children. ST7 evaluate-reconsidered when she reflected on

practising professional values,

[know now that in children the first few years are so important to their future. I

wish I had known this when I got married. I understand now why a child acts the

way he does. So much is from his family - his father. I feel totally different now

that I know what causes certain behaviour and that they [the children] can learn

differently. I can understand and explain this now about children. I have always

felt childhood was special because children are special and should be treated that

way. Now that I know child development 1see children's behaviour in a different

way. They learn through their elCpCriences and develop in aU areas of development.

I really observe this in children. (July 14, 1998)

~ were 26 instances when students responded at the critical level of evaluate

decide as it relates to conducting oneself professionally. Evaluate-decide responses were

evident when students made explicit or implicit judgement on their perf'onnance,. identified
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by key words like, "no," "yes," "tine," and so on. The decision may take a person back to

reconsideration and sometimes review, or may result in a new action. ST7 reflected on her

personal values about children and how these values affect her professional behaviour,

"Children are OUT future. The way that you teach them will detennine if they will grow up

with positive results. It affects the child's long term development - how they are cared for

and taught when they are young" (July 14, 1998). ST4 fdt similarly as she evaluate

decided about her personal values and professional behaviour, "'l feel children are very

important to all of us. They arc young, need nurturing and that is our responsibility to

ensure they get it" (July 14, 1998). ST6 stated her values for children as she evaluate

decided,. "Children are a gift. You don't own them. You have to let them grow" (July 14.

1998). ST7 felt strongly about the same topic as she evaluate-decided,

I feel children are very important and I value them greatly. I think: that you need to

take what they say seriously. I find some people just are not listening 10 children.

They are telling you something in one form. I think: listening to children is very

important, and showing them that you are listening and that you care about what

they are saying. They are not just little children, they are persons just like you and I

are, they're just small. (July 14, 1998)

These strong moral values about children and the responsibility that early childhood

educators have toward children demonstrate a critical level ofrefleetive thinking.

STI re8ect:ed on culture as he eva1uate-decided,. "We are aU influenced by culture.

We are native [culture] and thcr"e are non-natives and it doesn't interfere with who we are.
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You know what [am like and [know what you're like. We are from different cultures but

we still have the same interests and enjoy the same stuff. Like, you know our culture loves

to fish. [asked ifyou like fish,. then [ could give you one as a gift" (July 14, 1998).

433 Symmary gfdi!!Cu:ajoRS gfobKryations ofpractice.

There were a total of 14 researcher-student individual discussions ofobservations

of practice during the study, 2 with each oftbe 7 students in the study group. During the

first set ofdiscussions of observations of practice, reflective thinking was evident 120

times. There was evidence from each of the students in the study group as the discussion

focussed on the observations and self-evaluation based on the observation fonn "General

Evaluation ofPractice" at the end ofa three-week practicum institute. There were 42

instances ofthe technical level, of which there were 41 describe responses and 1 question

response. At the practical level there were 42 instances ofreflective thinking, of which

there We!"e 34 analyse responses and 8 plan responses. At the critical level there were 36

instances ofre8ective thinking, ofwhich there were 17 evaluate-review responses, 3

evaluate-reconsider responses, and 16 eva1uate-decide responses.

Overall, reflective thinking was evident in all seven reflective thinking behaviours

and three levels of reflective thinking for each ofthe students in the first set ofdiscussions

ofobservations of practice.

During the second set ofdiscussions ofobservations ofpraetice, there were IS2

instances ofreflective thinking behaviour. Ttris set of discussions was focussed on the

observation form and self-evaiuation for, "Conduct Oneself Professionally." Course work
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for this topic had been completed by students prior to the observation of practice. The

observations took place in week 6 and week 12 at the child care centre in the students'

community. All three levels of reflective thinking were evident in the second set of

discussions ofobservations ofpractice. At the technical level there were 39 instances of

reftective thinking, ofwhich there were 37 descnbe responses and 2 question responses.

At the practical level there were 56 instances, of which there were 46 analyse and to plan

responses. At the critical level there were 57 instances of which there were 17 evaluate·

review responses. 14 evaluate-reconsider responses, and 26 evaluate-decide responses.

Overall. dwing the second discussions of observations ofpraetice evidence of

reflective thinking was documented for each ofthe 7 students in the study group at aU

reflective thinking levels and across five out ofthe seven reflective thinking behaviours.

The researcher, therefore, determined that there was evidence of reflective thinking

throughout the discussions of observations of practice.
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CbapterS

Summa..,., Conclusions and Recommeadations

1be provincial college in Newfoundland and Labrador offen as one of its programs

the Diploma of Applied Arts in Early Childhood Education. The diploma program is

offered on-site to full-time students for five semesters which are delivered over a two-year

span. This program is also offered through distance education to interested individuals

who are currently employed in early childhood settings. Graduates of the diploma program

are expected to demonstrate knowledge ortheories and practices necessary to plan and

implement curriculum for individual children and groups in early childhood settings. The

literature shows that the adults who are responsible for the children's care and education

are the most important determinant afthe quality ofchildren's experiences. It further

shows that reflection is a skill which assists individuals to examine the ideas, beliefs and

values which underlie their practices and a strategy to improve practices. The significance

of this study, therefore., was to focus on reflective thinking during educator preparation. In

the delivery ofthe diploma through distance education. the faculty have realized the

importance ofincorporating reflective thinking as a means ofintemalizing theory, reflecting

on practice, and learning meaningful ways to improve and change practice.

Reflective thinking in the preparation ofteachers ofyoung children can be an

effective way to assist students in examining and improving their practices, and can

facilitate individual teachers in becoming reflective practitioners. The purpose ofthis study

was to determine ifearly childhood education students showed evidence of reflective
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thinking at the end of their first year ofstudy in the two-year diploma program.

Determining whether theu is evidence ofreflective thinking at the end ofthe first year of

study may provide infonnation to faculty teaching in this program, 50 that they may find

ways to instill reflective thinking during the second year ofthe program.

This qualitative case study examined the reflective thinking levels and behaviours of

the 7 early childhood education students who comprised the study group. It was designed

to allow the researcher to become immersed in the research setting, to use a conceptual

framework for reBective thinking, and to seek an understanding of it through the

experiences of students. The small nested sample provided the researcher an opportunity

for in-depth study of the one single focus ofre8ective thinking by examining it in a variety

of ways. During the study, the researcher collected data as students were engaged in

discussion groups, guided journal writing, and discussions of observations of practice. The

study took place over a three--month time frame. It was started during the last semester of

the first year of the diploma program during a three--week practicum institute at the college

demonstration child care centre. This enabled the study group members to be assembled

together for the researcher to introduce the study and to hold the 6rst discussion group.

The first set of discussions of observations ofpraetice took place during this initial part of

the study and were based on the observations ofthe researcher and the students' self

evaluation. Students weI"C expected to keep journals during the practicum. The researcher

provided guidelines for journal.writing and as part of the study, required students to begin
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guided journal writing during the institute. and continue after returning to their home

community.

Following the practicum institute, students returned to their home community and

resumed their work at the child care centre. In week 6 ofthc study, the researcher visited

the community, recorded observations ofthe studenls' practices at the child care centre,

and held the second discussion group. In week 12, the researcher visited the community,

observed the students in the centre, and held the third discussion group. At this same time,

the researcher held the second set of discussions of observations of practice with each

student. By Ihe end oflhe three-month study period students had participated in 3

discussion groups, submitted 12 individual guided journal writing entries, and discussed 2

sets ofobservations of practice.

The following are the findings and conclusions from the study.

5.1 Findings and conclusions

The major finding is that students at the end oftheir first year ofa two·year

diploma program in early childhood education engage in reflective thinking. Chapter 4

provides the results ofthe analysis ofthe data and evidence to support the conclusions

from each ofthe data collection methods.

5 I ) piscussjon groups.

Discussion groups are an effective way to identifY and encourage reflective thinking

amongst students in early childhood education. In this study, reflective thinking levels and

behaviours are evident in all three discussion groups.



I. The first discussion group resulted in 83 reflective thinking responses: 18 at the

technica1level ofwhich there were 16 describe and 2 question; 32 at the practical

level ofwhich there were 28 analyse and 4 plan; and 33 at the critical level of

which there were 14 evaluate-review, 12 evaluate-reconsider, and 7 evaluate-decide.

2. The second discussion group resulted in 82 reflective thinking responses: 20 at the

technical level of which there were 19 describe and 1 question; 34 at the practical

level of which there were 23 analyse and II plan; and 28 at the critical level of

which there werelO evaluate-review, 9 evaluate-reconsider, and 9 evaluate-decide.

3. The third discussion group resulted in 43 reflective thinking responses: 3 at the

technica1levd of which there were1 describe and 2 question; 21 at the practical

level of which there were S analyse and 16 plan; 19 at the critical level of which

there were 2 evaluate-review, 4 evaluate-reconsider, and 13 evaluate-decide.

Studenu at the end ofthe first yearofa two--year diploma program in early

childhood education are expected to reflect at the tcchnicallevel and practical levels.

However, this study shows that students demonstrate at the critical level of reflective

thinking when they reflected on and evaluated their role as early childhood educators when

faced with an ethical dilemma or having to consider ethical practice. The topic ofvalues

and ethics in the third discussion group likely encouraged students to reflect at the practical

and criticallevds.

Based on this study, the researcher concludes that:

I. Discussion groups are an effective way to identifY and encourage reflective thinking
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amongst students in early childhood education.

2. Topics for discussion must be relevant to the learning outcomes ofthe diploma

program in order for students to reflect on their practice.

3. Discussion needs to be guided and extended by questions. subquestions and

prompts.

4. An interactive discussion encourages spontaneous participation by students.

S. Assurance by the facilitator that there are no right or wrong answers to questions

increases the likelihood ofstudent participation.

6. Topics that encourage critical levels of reflective thinking relate to moral. ethical,

and social implications ofthe students' role and practices.

7. Positive acknowledgment of students' responses during discussion groups by the

facilitator increases a feeling oftrust and encourages further participation.

8. Discussion groups as a source for data coUection are a valid and reliable ronnat for

documenting-descriptive evidence ofreflective thinking.

5 J 2 Guided journal writing_

Guided journaJ writing is an effective way to identify and encourage reflective

thinking amongst students in early childhood education. In this study. reflective thinking

behaviours and levels are evident in guided journal writing submissions.

The researcher identified 142 reflective thinking responses in the guided journal

writing submissions: 48 at the technical level ofwhich there were 42 describe and 6

question; S6 at the practical level ofwhich there were 52 analyse and 4 plan; 38 a t the
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critical level of which there were 19 evaluate-review, 11 evaluate-reco-nsider. and 8

evaluate-decide.

Guided journal writing as a medium for reflection seemed to slAit the 7 students

involved in the study group. Some made lengthy journal entries and vn-ote as they explored

the process of reflective thinking. In some cases students descnbed an. experience, then

analysed the description, and then evaluated-reviewed their practice or- the situation. Othtt

students wtte briefand concise and wrote the result oftheir reflective "thinking rather than

the process. The guidelines assisted students in getting started. Some said they would not

have known what to write about or how to write about their thinking amnless they had the

guidelines. The researcher" used comments and posed questions in the :feedback 10 the

students using language from the same guidelines. Since students were familiar with the

guidelines, they would often keep a dialogue going with the faculty fron! one entry to

another. Students looked forward 10 getting their guided journal writirng back and said the

comments helped them 10 reflect even further" on lheir practices.

Based on this study. the researcher concludes that:

1. Guided journal writing is an effective way 10 identifY and encolArage reflective

thinking amongst students in early childhood education.

2. Guidelines should be designed 10 encourage students to use a v:ariety ofretlective

thinking levels and behavioun.

3. Written feedback by fiLculty which relates 10 the guidelines encourages students to

learn the reflective thinking skills and strategies.
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4. On-going dialogue between students and faculty extends reflective thinking in

guided journal writing.

S. Students record their reflective thinking in varying fonns - some write in an

exploratory fonn and some in a concise fonn.

6. Evaluation ofjoumals must focus on ensuring the student that reflective thinking is

evident rather than a grade or mark on content.

1. Guided journal writing as a source for data coUection is a valid and reliable format

for documenting descriptive evidence of reflective thinking.

5 I ] Dj$9!UioD$ ofgbsrvatjons gfpoctjce

Discussions ofobservations of practice between faculty and students are an

effective way to identifY and encourage reflective thinking amongst students in early

childhood education. In this study. reflective thinking behaviours and levels are evident in

both sets ofdiscussions ofobservations ofpractice.

In the first set ofdiscussions the researcher identified 120 reflective thinking

responses: 42 at the technical level of which there were 41 describe and 1 question;

42 at the practicallevd of which there were 34 analyse and 8 plan; 36 at the

critical level of which there weret1 evaluate-review, 3 evaluate-reconsider. and 1~

evaluate-decide.

2. In the second set ofdiscussions the researcher identified 152 reflective thinking

responses: 39 at the technical level ofwhich there were 31 describe and 2 question;

S6 at the practicallevd of which there were 46 analyse and to plan; and 51 at the
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critical level ofwhich there were 17 evaluate-review, 14 evaluate-reconsider, and

26 evaluate-decide.

Students' practice at the end ofthe firstyc&Tofa two-year diploma is expected to

demonstrate integrated theory from the first year ofCOUTSC work in child development,

curriculum development, safety and weUness. family theory, interpersonal communication,

and professionalism. The students' ability to reflect on their practices strengthened the

integration oftheory into practice. The individual discussions focus the students' reflection

on their practice and faculty can encourage them to reflect at varying levels.

Based on this study. the researcher concludes that:

1. Discussions ofobservations of practice between faculty and students are an

effective way to identifY and encourage reflective thinking amongst students.

2. Students should self-evaJuate their practice according to the same criteria for

practice for which they are being observed.

3. One-on-one discussion opportunities must be linked to evaluation of the students'

practice.

4. Discussions of observations encourage students to articulate their understanding of

theory and how they are integrating this knowledge into their practice.

5. The researcher must coach students during discussions ofobservations of practice

and encourage reflection on their practice.

6. Discussions ofobservations of practice as a source of data collection is a valid and

reliable fonnat for documenting descriptive evidence ofrefl.ective thinking.
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S 2 Recommendations

Based on the data analysis and the findings ofthis study, the researcher

recommends further study in reflective thinking as fonows:

Effectiveness ofdialogue journals. When taeuJty and students maintain ongoing

dialogue in guided journal writing. a study ofthe language used by faculty could

indicate its effectiveness in encouraging reflective thinking responses of students.

2. Comparison ofvertJal and written strategies to encourage reflective thinking. An

extension ofthis study could be a comparative analysis study ofstudents' reflective

thinking responses as they engage in verbal strategies., such as individual

discussions, and written strategies such asjoumals.

3. Comparison of studcots' reflective thinking upon cotTy into the program, at the end

ofyear one and the end ofyear two. Analysis ofstudents' reflective thinking upon

entTy into the early childhood education program would give the researcher a

baseline from which reflective thinking could be compared at the end ofthe first

year of the program, following their participation in interventions that were

designed to encourage re8ective thinking. A third comparison could take place at

the end ofthe program following interventions during the .second year of the

program.

4. Comparative-analysis ofeach student's reflective thinking levels and behaviours.

An in-depth study ofeach student's reflective thinking before and after they

participated in specific interventions designed to encourage reflective thinking
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would inform the researcher ofways to further instill the skills and strategies used

by individuals.

s. Comparison ofthe various strategies that can be used by faculty to encourage

reflective thinking. An extension of this study would be to standardize the data

collection methods in order to do a comparative analysis of the effectiveness of one

method compared to another.

6. Further study into the reOective thinking levels and behaviours. The levels and

behaviours could be used in a second study to determine ifthe same equating ofthe

two types ofreOective thinking exists. Limitations may also be determined in such

a study.

7. Comparison of the effectiveness ofusing electronic technology for discussion

groups, guidedjoumal writing, and one-on-one discussions of observations of

practice with traditional or "live" methods as used in this study.

8. Ell;amination ofthe growth patterns of individuals who engage in reflective thinking.

TIUs study would inform faculty and individuals about the changes that may occur

as a result ofbecoming reflective, how individual confidences could be

strengthened, and the personal and professional growth that could be evident from

these reinforced confidences.

Based on the findings oflhis study, the researcher recommends to faculty teaching

early childhood education in a two-year diploma prognrn:

1. Commitment to the implementation of strategies specifically designed to support
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students in the acquisition of the slcills ofreflective thinking.

2. Each course in the program be examined to detenninc where reflective thinking

could be used to enhance students' learning.

3. Practicum be designed to engage students in discussion groups with peers. guided

journal writing, and individual discussion ofobservations ofpraetice in order to

identifY and encourage reflective thinking.

4. Faculty be knowledgeable ofeffective ways to identift and enhance reflective

thinking in students.

S. A course be developed within the diploma program which would focus on the skills

and strategies identified in this study as a basis for reflective thinking.

6. Re8ective thinking be identified in the learning outcomes for students and become

specific components ofCOUTSeS and praeticum.

7. Early childhood educators who supervise students in praeticum be knowledgeable

ofeffective ways to identitY and enhance reflective thinking in students.

8. A course in reflective thinking be dcvdoped as a post-diploma professional

development opPortunity for early childhood educators.

9. Specific faculty preparation in the use ofelectronic technological methods for

discussion groups, guided journal writing. and one-on-<lne discussions of

observations ofpractice.
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DiscussioD Groups

fiat Disc_jog GrouP

TIle first discussion group allowed for an introduction to the study and an

opportunity to outline its purpose, the activities in which students would be participating

and the time frame ofthe study. The discussion was then focussed on the meaning of

reflective thinking and how it can assist early childhood educators to think about and

improve their practice.

TIle foUowing questions were presented and participants were asked to respond in a

free-flow manner. Probes were introduced as needed to guide or direct the discussion.

Participants were informed about aU recording methods being used and confidentiafity of

the data.

1. What is your CUrTent understanding ofwhat is meant by "reflectionM for early childhood

educators?

(prompts) • self-evaluation

• a learning experience

• thinking about some past activity

• comparing achievements against particular goals

• a tool to help you develop in your career

2. In what ways would reflective thinking help early childhood educators to develop their

practices; the ways they work with children, families and each other?

• to think about what they do and Why
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• to discuss with co-workers questions that arise from their interactions with the

children and tbe families

• to seek infonnation and other fonns of input which helps to bring greater insight

into their role

• to explore personal and professional values. ethics. and beliefs

3. When do you reflect on what you do?

• as it is happening

• as the day progresses. staff meetings

• in the evening, weekends

• every couple of weeks or over the months

4. Do you reflect on the events ofthe day. on the children, on your perfonnance?

s. Do you record your thoughts or share them with anyone?

6. Does reflecting on your work and your own performance lead to any change in the way

you do things?
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SmpDd Digpuiog Grogp

1be second discussion group (week 6) involved the students in dialogue about

standards of practice (Appendix A) and how the learning outcomes of the diploma program

were designed to reflect the standards which relate to high quality early childhood

experiences for children. The researcher presented introductory infonnation on each ofthe

standards ofpractice. and students reflected on their own practices in relation to the

standards during the discussion group. They reviewed accounts oftheir own experiences

in a spontaneous, "'free-80w" manner. while lhe researcher guided the discussion. The

standards ofpractice were based on the eight generalleaming outcomes ofthe provincial

coUege's early childhood education diploma program.

t. Apply theories of child development to understanding children. Early childhood

educators use their knowledge ofchild development and their relationships with children

and families to understand children as individuals and to plan in response to their unique

needs and potentials.

How do early childhood educators learn to understand the individual needs of

children?

How do you know ifyou are supporting children's development?

Where do you seek information about children's development when something

arises that you have not dealt with before?

How do you decide on ways to enhance the developmental needs of children in the

program?
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Do you experience ethical diIenunas about the child·rearing practices of parents and

your knowledge ofchild development? What do you do about it?

2. Develop the children's environment to promote child development and learning. Early

childhood educators promote children's physical, emotional, linguistic, creative, intellectual,

social, and cognitive development by organizing the environment in ways that best facilitate

the development and learning ofyoung children.

Why do developmentally appropriate programs adopt a child-centred approach to

cwriculum development?

What is the role ofthc early childhood educator in a child-untred environment?

What obligation do you have to provide a program which supports each area of the

children's development? How do you fu1fil this obligation?

Effective program planning involves a team approach. Why is this an effective

approach?

3. Provide for children's health, safety and wellncss. Early childhood educators wiU ensure

the physical and psychological safety ofchildren through preventive and promotional

strategies in the overall environment including fire and life safety measures, health

practices, and nutritional practices. The natural rhythms of the children with respect to

rest, activity, exploration, individual and group times will be respected.

What is your role in ensuring the health and weU-being ofall children in a child care

How do you prepare yourself for this role?
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What do children need to learn from their experiences?

4. Provide developmentally appropriate activities. Early childhood educators use a variety

ofmcthods and matcrials to promote individual development, meaningful learning and

social co-operation. Based on knowledge of subject areas and how young children learn.

early childhood educators design and implement developmentally appropriate learning

experiences within and across disciplines including arts, social studies. math and science.

Language, thought, and the child's natural need for movement will be facilitated across the

curriculum.

What typeS ofactiviti~do you hold meaningful for children?

What is the value ofcreative activities for children's overall development?

How do you dctennine whether you are being effective in supporting the

development ofchildren through program activities?

What experiences do you provide for children to act upon their environment? Why?

What methods do you use to assess the children's development and the curriculum?

Why is this important?

S. Guide children's behaviour. Early childhood educators enhance social development and

understand that the development ofsocial slcill.s are key to successful learning and working

in groups. Beginning with the child's own self-esteem, early childhood educators guide

children towards acquiring self-control. This includes supporting young children's

emotional development and self-respect as a foundation for respecting others.

What does enhancing • child's self-esteem mean to you?
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In what ways do adult interactions with children affect their self-esteem?

How do communication strategies affect the relationsltip between early childhood

educators and chiIdren?

What does guiding children's behaviour mean to you?

How are guidance and discipline similar a....d different?

What problem-solving strategies are effective in resolving conflicts amongst young

children?

6. Interact with families. Early childhood educators woric: with and through parents and

families to support children's learning and development. They communicate effectively

towards establishing partnersltips with families to develop a C(H)pel1!l:ive approach between

home and child care. All parties work in the best interests ofthe child.

How is this role fostered?

What personal biases, cultural differences do you experience?

What child-rearing practices give rise to ethical dilemmas?

What is your role in responding to the diverse needs. values. and cultures of families

whose children are in your care?

7. Perfonn administrative tasks. Early childhood educators maintain high standards of

quality child care through a commitment to its components. All regulatory and record

keeping procedures ensure the smooth open.tion ofthe child care setting as a community

service. Effective written and oral communication is required to maintain the appropriate

level ofadministration intemally and extemaUy.
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What are the considerations for ensuring high quality child care services?

How does administTation support ensure the delivery of high quality services?

What is your role in performing administrative duties?

8. Conduct OncselfProfessionaUy. Early childhood educators work with coUcagues to

improve programs and practices for young children and their families. Educators regularly

analyse, evaluate and strengthen the quality and effectiveness of their work through

reflective practices which increase their awareness of personal and professional goals and

opportunities.

How do you articulate your role as an early childhood educator?

What principles do you recognize as important in the delivery ofhigh quality chiJd

care services?

In what ways do you rcfJect on your interactions with children?

In what ways do you rcfJect on yoursclfpcrsonally and professionaUy?

What role does sclf-evaluation play in developing your practices?
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Third Djsnuiop Gropp

During the third discussion group the researcher engaged students in discussion

about ethics and introduced the application of a code of ethics to dilemmas which arise in

early childhood education. A case study was presented to the group, and using a

recognized code ofethics for early childhood education to guide the discussion.,

participants identified and analysed an ethical dilemma in order to work towards a

resolution. Two funher case studies derived from the group's own work experiences and

the same process was foDowed in analysing the cases.

Case: Mark is a large and extremely active four-year-old who often frightens and hurts

other- children. You have discussed this with IUs parents who feel that his behaviour

is typical for four·year- olds and do not want to seek: counselling. Parents ofother

children are starting to complain because their children say they do not want to go

to day care because they are afraid ofMark. Co-workers also say that it is difficult

to meet Mark's needs and the needs ofthe other children..

1. What are the values that come into conflict for the early childhood educator that

might be different than those ofthe parent?

ATe these personal values? Describe them.

ATe these professional values? Describe them.

2. Where might additional information be obtained to help resolve this conflict?

What is your role in documenting additional infonnation?

What is your role in seeking outside information?
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What are your questions?

How will you access available resources?

3. What are the ethical responsibilities to the child?

What are the individual needs of the child?

How are the individual needs of one child balanced with the group interactions?

How do you interpret observational data to help you to understand and plan for the

diversity ofchildren's learning skills and strategies?

4. What are the ethical respol\Slbilities to the family?

What are ways to include the cultural and child·rearing beliefs offamilies into child

care programs?

How do you think: about your role when carrying out this responsibility?

What do you incorporate into your practices?

S. What are the ethical responsibilities to the community and to society?

What is your role in supponing this child's development so that Ite can function in

school and with other children?

If the suggestion arises that this child can no longer attend the child care program,

part ofthe decision requires considering where the child will go. Would there be another

centre that can offer as high quality programming and individual attention to bener meet

this child's needs? What message is suggested ifthis is not part of the solution?

6. What are the ethical responSibilities to co·workerslcolleagues?

In your role as an early childhood educator can you and your co-workers draw
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from any resources to help resolve this dilemma?

How could the staff plan together" to help resolve this dilemma?

[n what ways can staff support one other to strengthen its ability to meet the needs

of aU the children?

The group was then asked to bring forward their own examples of ethical dilemmas and the

same set ofquestions guided the analysis and discussion.

Students then engaged in an interactive discussion about using a code ofethics and whether

or not it is a helpful tool in guiding reflective thinking about the daily practices of early

childhood educators.
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Guided Journal Writing
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Guided .loumal Writinl

(Hand out to Students)

.loura" writiol is aD oppot1uoity to describe your persoo" es:perieoces aDd

ret1ed upoa your work. The foUowiol guidelines will assist in your journal writiog•

.loura'" are to be submitted three times during week 2 aDd week 3 of tbe practicum

iostituteo When you retUrD to the cbUd care centre in your community, joumal

eotries should be submitted ODce a week until you have submitted a total of 12

luided journal writiDI eutries (iadudiol tbe' you submitted durinl weeks 2 aod 3).

Faculty will provide writte. feedback 00 all jouro.... This will ioclude posiOI

questiool _d makiDI comments to further your renective thinkinl.

Describe experiences that caused you to reflect or think about afterwards.

IdentifY the questions that arise for you in your interactions with the children and the

families with whom you work. What do you think would help you to resolve some ofthese

questions?

Analyse your experiences - how did they make you fccl?

Plan ways that you would 80 about making a difference to the situation.

Consider the personal values, ethics or beliefs that conflict with professional practices.

Evaluate the degree to which course work and theoretical knowledge assist you in your

daily practices.

Describe any practices which you have reviewed, reconsidered, or made decisions about.

Add any other reflections you want to share.
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Reflective Tbinking Levels

.Dd

Reflective Thinking Bebaviours
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Renective Thinking Levels

The three levels ofreflective thinking as described by Van Manen (1977. 1991) are

asfoUOW5:

The tec:baicallevd: The teacher considers the best means to reach an unexamined end.

It involves the everyday thinking and acting - panly routine, partly

composed of intuitive thought and partly reflective of the immediate

circumstances and how to improve them.

The practical level: The teacher considers not only the means, but also the goals and the

assumptions upon which these are based. and demonstrates the

ability to discuss and negotiate through language to improve the

actual outcomes. They consider everyday experiences and incidents

and can formulate practical principles and limited insights into the

effects oftheir teaching on children's experiences.

The critkallevel: Critical reflection builds on the first two levels and occurs when

teachers examine the issues ofethics, morals. and justice in

education and open up a discourse about the role of schools in a

democratic society. It locates any analysis of personal action within

wider socia-historical and politico-cultural contexts. One makes

judgement about professional practice and whether or not it is

equitable, just, and respectful ofother persons. The critical level

involves reflecting on the way one reflects and developing
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theoretical underpinnings and critical insights about our experiences

and those ofthe children we teach.
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Reflective Thiakial Bebvioun

In order to determine how much reflective thinking occurred during participation in

each ofthe data coUection methods, the following reflective thinking behaviours were

identified in the different sources of data:

Cod.

D

Q

A

Question

Plan

Definition

Gather infonnarion and objective description ofan

experience or incident.

·What do I need to know?· A statement made to

extract and select information.

IdentifY components ofa situation. Consider how the

elements are linked or interact. Recognize personal

beliefs. emotions, or biases with regard to a situation.

Elaborate on intennediate constructions to explore

different sequences of possibililies. easily recognized

by conditional constructions like, ·ifX then Yand if

z...•

E·Rev Evaluate-Review Give the good points and the bad ones; appraise; give

an opinion regarding the value of. explore the

advantages and disadvantages of...

E-Rec EvaJuate-

Reconsider Review the situation and modify
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E-Dec Evaluate-Decide

the plan ifnew infonnation or an element ofthe

situation was not previously considered.

Explicit or implicit judgement on performance, easily

identified by key words like ~no,M Myes, M "fine,· and

so on. The decision may take back: to

reconsideration and sometimes review, or may result

in a new action. (Ferguson et ai., 1998)
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Observation of Practice Forms
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Observation of Practice Form

This form was used as a se1f-evaluation and was to be completed by the student

prior to the discussion ofobservations with faculty. FoUowing the observation period,

faculty and students met to discuss the assessments made by both panics. Ratings are

described below and wrinen comments are encouraged.

Student'sname:' _

DateofEvaIuation: _

SettinglCOntext: _

Observer:' _

General Evaluation of Practice

A. Develop tile chiklftD's e.vironment

Provides a variety of age-appropriatc activities and materials that are concrete, real and

relevant to young children.

Offers a variety ofexperiences to support all developmental areas.

Uses open-ended questions to stimulate children's thinking.

Able to adjust role and level of intervention with children appropriately.

Converses minimally with other adults and in an appropriate manner.

Encourages children to participate in activities and with materials.

Arranges playroom with clear and open pathways and clearly defined learning centres.

Arranges outdoor play space with clearly defined activity areas.
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FoUows daily schedule showing flexibility to meet the needs of the children.

Uses appropriate cues to signal transition times aUowing for children to complete or set

aside work for completion.

Uses child observational data as a basis for planning the program.

Plans in consideration of children's developmental goals, interests, needs.

Plans for individuals and the group within the context of themes. special events, culture and

environment.

Integrates curriculum areas - creativity, thought, language, music across all subject areas.

B. Provide for cbildreo'. wellaes. aad .afety

B.l Easum gfID ofr;hildrcg indoors and outdoors

Ensures indoor envirorunent is free from safety hazards - checks toys. materials. equipment.

Ensures outdoor environment is free from safety hazards - checks toys, materials.

equipment, surfaces., fencing, locks. etc.

FoUows safety and emergency procedures for outings.

Maximizes view ofoutdoor playground.

Maintains peripheral vision of children in the playroom.

Maintains close supervision ofactivities or equipment that may pose a hazard.

Is aware ofemergency procedures, tire exits, location of register ofanendance.

B 2 Epspm "'dip'" of<;hjldRp

Ensures psychological and physical protection.

Refers families to community resources for support services.
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Practices universal precautions.

washes own hands often and ensures lhat children do the same.

Cleanses and disinfects tabletops, toys equipment regularly.

Recognizes symptoms of illness in children and cares for child appropriately.

Stays home when ill to prevent the spread of infection.

Is aware ofpolicies regarding the administration and storage of medication.

Practices and encourages good dental health practices with children.

Practices appropriate toiJetingidiaper changing routine.

Accommodates children's aUergies and special dietary considerations in aU planning for

nutrition and activities.

Provides nutritious meals and snacks.

Uses proper hygiene practices when preparing food.

Prepares, serves,. and stores food appropriately to avoid spoilage, contamination, and

maintains nutritional value.

Cleans and disinfects food preparation areas and equipment regularly.

Creates a pleasant mealtime atmosphere with children.

Involves children whenever possible in the preparation and serving ofmeals and snacks.

Provides activities which promote nutritional awareness.

C. Provide deveiopmeDtalIy appropriate ac:tivities

Provides a language-rich environment - learning centres. materials, books, writing table.,

etc. Is aware of emerging literacy in young children.
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Selects and provides quality children's literature.

Reads stories with children, teUs stories, encourages children to read stories or llell stories.

Makes books with children - records children's dictated stories.

Provides and uses puppets, flannel boards., etc. to extend language experiences.

Recognizes and uses opportunities to provide and extend children's language ew;periences

in other curriculum areas.

b aware ofthe value offostering creativity and thinking in children.

Develops an environment that encourages creativity.

Art activities are open--ended,. child-initiated.

Offers a variety ofcreative experiences: painting, scribbling, drawing, gluing, dlilY,

playdough, stitchery, etc.

Considers art within contexts and materials that are experimental and exploratorry.

Provides music and movement materials and activities that incorporate rhythm, Ileat and

creativity.

Sings with children and encourages them to participate in a variety ofsongs.

Provides a listening centre with a variety of media.

Provides a variety ofmusic for children: classical, children's entertainment. jazz,. folk,etc.

Plans physical activities for children indoors and outdoors.

Encourages creative movement.

Plans activities which promote discovery of math and science concepts.

Uses concrete, manipulative materials to promote the concepts of number, measourement,
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etc. Is aware ofemerging numeracy.

Makes math and science activities relevant to the real world.

D. Guide childreD's behaviour

Helps children feel competent: provides opportunities for success; comments on positive

attempts, etc.

Supports the child's developing self-esteem.

Helps children feel a sense ofcontrol OveT their envirorunent: provides opportunities for

choice and autonomy, avoids comparison and competition, etc.

Accepts and acknowledges each child's strengths and needs.

Treats the child and the family with respect.

Interprets and reflects child's feelings and helps children resolve conflicts.

Uses positive communication, verbal language and body language; avoids value

judgements.

Uses a calm voice and gentle looks; does not shout at or to children across the room.

Speaks to children at their eye level.

Reinforces positive behaviour.

Helps children Ieam the skill ofputting things away.

Makes use of flexible, reasonable, and consistent limits as opposed to rigid rules. States

these limits only when necessary.

Uses: natural and logical consequences to teach children cause and effect; probiem.

solving redirection; and self-control.
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Uses indirect stnltegies effectively. room atratlgemcnt, routines. transitions, etc.

E. IDtenct with ramWet

Actively in'lOlves families of the children in a variety ofways.

Participates in paccnt and child orientation and the transition from home to the centre.

Provides activities and an environment which supports the concept of family.

Develops a positive relationship with parents.

Respects diversity in family structure, means, culture, and language.

Promotes diversity and cultural sensitivity.

Communicates with parents: at arrival. and departure times; through written notes; by

preparing parent buUctin boards; assisting in newsletters.

Supports the special needs offamilies including: children with special needs; parenting

practices; those experiencing crises within the family, as only a few examples.

F. Pmonu admiobtrative tuks

Works as member ofthe Early Childhood Education team.

Uses appropriate and constructive methods to resolve conflicts with co-workers.

Actively participates in planning meetings, staft"meetings, parent meetings, etc.

Submits a short article to the parent newsletter.

Keeps ongoing observation profiles on designated children.

Involves child care centre as part ofconununity and social services.

Follows written policies and procedures ofthe centre.

Aware of appropriate adult-ehild ratio and group size.
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G. Conduct oaeself' proressionaUy

Actively participates in professional development activities.

Practices confidentiality.

Dresses appropriately for work with young children.

Conducts selfprofessionaUy in manner and communication.

Able to lUticulate a philosophy of quality early childhood education set"Vices.

Is responsible and dependable.

Shows independence in decision-making.

Provides a respollSlDle and appropriate role-mode1 for children, parents, staB: and

community.

Reflects on own perfonnance by reviewing past experiences and uses description, analysis,

plaNting. evaluation, reconsideration, and decision-making to improve on one's practice.

Additional comments

Date

Date

Ratings;

Signature ofFacally

Signature ofStudent

3 - practices with initiative, adaptability or can lead others in practice.

2 - practices satisfactorily with confidence and does not need supervision.

1 - practice needs support and supervision
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Observatioa of Practiu Form

nus ronn was used as a self~assessment and was completed by the student prior to

discussion with faculty. Ratings are described below and written col1Ullents aTe

encouraged.

Student's name: _

DateofEvaJuation: _

SettinglCOntext: _

Ob=vec _

Lgmin. Outcome' Condyct OnesdrPro(essionally

A. Ideatify penODal values aDd bow they affect proressioDal bebaviour.

Aware ofpersonal characteristics that enhance teaching practices.

Bow would you describe yourself:

Exuberant or calm?

Prefers vigorous activity or more sedenury activity?

Prefers novelty and change or predictability and order?

Prefers large groups or gatherings or small intimate gatherings?

Prefers quiet solitude or the excitement ofa group?

prefers a challenging task or one which is easily mastered?

Bow do you thiak tbese cbaracteristics affect your lucbiDI practices?
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Aware ofyour capacity for nurturing other's.

Do you un Idf.kaowledp., capadty for cariaCo compassioa aad aurturing othen:

How do you Icnow you are beins objective when you observe yoursdf?

What makes you aware of the aTC&S that you wouJd like to make changes?

When chikiren express emotions· e.g. anger, joy, fear - how do you react to them?

In what ways do you build trust into your rdiltionships with children?

Can you accept construe::tive feedback easily, or do you find it difficult to deal with?

Awareness of personal values and how they affect professional values.

What penoaaJ vaJUeI about chUdrea do you hold that affect your realIons for

workiDg with dildrea!

B. Dcfiu tbe role or.. arty "dldbGOd tdllellor

Aware of role as an early childhood educator.

Describero.r role:

Providing a sense of psycbological comfort and security?

Orpnizing and maintaining a learning c:nviroNtlent for children?

Offering a developmentally appropriate cwriculum?

lnlerac:ting with children?

Interacting with adults?
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C Analyse your aD U"e of pro(euional lrowth

Aware ofown stage of professional growth (Katz, 1972),

AaaJyse wbicb .tage you (cd you are ia aDd wby!

Survival?

Consolidation?

Renewal?

Maturity?

D Portia prormiag.1 n1yes

Aware of the core values ofbeing a professional early childhood educator.

Describe younclf ia relalioa 10 eacb of Ibe core values:

Appreciates childhood as a unique and valuable stage ofthe human life cycle.

Bases your work on knowledge of child development.

Appreciates and supports the close ties between child and family.

Recognizes that children are best understood in the context of family, culture, and society.

Respects the dignity, worth. and uniqueness or each individual (child, family and

colleague).

Helps children and adults achieve their full potential in the context of relationships that are

based on trust, respect, and positive regard.

Additioaal comments
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Dote

Date

Ratings:

Signature ofFaculty

Signature ofStudent

3 - practices with initiative, adaptability or can lead others in practice.

2 - practices satisfactorily with confidence and does not need supervision.

I - practice needs support and supervision.
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Appendix E

Matrices for Organizing Data
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Appeodix F

Letter of Cooseot
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(Letter ofConsent)

P.O. Box 91

Seal Cove, C.B.

NF.AOA3TO

(Date)

Dear Participant;

I am a graduate student in the Faculty ofEducation at Memorial University of

Newfoundland. 1 am conducting a research study as a requirement of a Masters level

thesis, and am inviting you to participate. As a panicipant in the study, I will need your

written permission to coUect data that is pan ofthe findings ofthe research.

Specifically, you will be participating in various activities that will provide the

opportunity to document evidence of reflective thinking while you study in the two-year

Early Childhood Education (ECE) diploma program. The literature indicates that [his is a

valuable skill which can assist educators ofyoung children in improving their practice.

Your participation in the study will be a major contrillution to the delivery of the ECE

program and will require a considerable amount of work.

The study will take place fur a three-month period from April through July 1998.

Involvement in the study will include;

- three group discussions which will be held at a mutuaUy agreeable time;

- completion ofa self-assessment instrument during the first. and the third month of the
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study period;

• 12 submissions ofguided journal writing; and

. discussions ofobservations of practice which will take place during practicum and at the

child care centre in your community.

All information gathered in this study is strictly confidential and at no time will

individuals be identified. Information gathering will include tape recorded sessions. All

taped recordings will be kept secure and disposed of following the final acceptance ofthe

thesis report. Participation is voluntary and you may withdraw at any time. This study has

received the approval of the Faculty of Education's Ethics Review Committee. The results

of my research will be made available to you upon request.

Hyou are in agreement to participating in this study please sign below and return

one copy ofthis lenerto me. The other is for your records. Ifyou have any questions or

concerns please do not hesitate to contact me at home at 709·744-2291. Anyone calling

long distance can make a collect call. Ifat anytime you wish to speak with a resource

person not associated with the study, please contact Dr. Linda Philips, Associate Dean,

Graduate Programs and Research. Co-supervisors of this thesis are Dr. Elizabeth Strong

and Dr. Alice Collins.

I would appreciate it ifyou would please return this sheet to me by .

Thank you for your consideration ofthis request.

Yours sincerely,

IoanneMorris
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____________herebyconsent to participate in the study

on reflective thinking in early childhood education being undertaken

by " I understand that panicipation in this study is

entirely voluntary and that 1can withdraw at any time and I also have the right to choose

an alternate final project for graduation. AU infonnation is strictly confidential and no

individual will be identified.

Oat. Signature
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AppendiIG

Letter of Permission

to the College of the North Atlantic
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(Letter or Permission)

P.O. Box 91

Seal Cove, C.B.

NF AQAlTO

Dr. R. Sparkes,

President

CoUege oCthe North AtJantic

Provincial Headquaners

P.O. Box 5400

Stephenville, NF

A2N2Z6

(Date)

Dear Dr. Sparkes;

I have been a faculty member ofthe coUege for over six years, teaching in the

Diploma ofApplied Arts in Early Childhood Education program offered at Prince Philip

Drive Campus, District 7. I work under the management of Ms. Gail Gosse, Associate

District Administrator and Mr. Colin Forward, District Administrator.

AJJ a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at Memorial University of

Newfoundland, [am conducting a research study as a requirement of a Masters level thesis

in Curriculum and Instruction. I am requesting your pennission to conduct this study
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involving seven students who are currently studying in the diploma program which is

offered through distance delivery. Please see the accompanying copy ofthe letter proposed

to send to students.

All infonnation gathered in this study is strictly confidential and at no time will

individuals be identified. I am interested in knowing whether students are developing

reflective thinking during various components ofthe diploma program. Literature indicates

that the skill ofreflective thinking can help students to improve their practices working

with young children. This study has received the approval of the Faculty ofEducation's

Ethics Review Committee. The results ofmy research will be made available to you upon

request.

Ifyou are in agreement with this study being conducted, please sign below and

return one copy of this letter to me. The other is for your records. Ifyou have any

questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at home at 709-744-2291 or if

it is more convenient at work at 709-758-7543. Ifat any time you wish to speak with a

resource person not associated with the study, please contact Dr. Linda Philips, Associate

Dean, Graduate Programs and Research. Co-supervisors ofthis thesis are Dr. Elizabeth

Strong and Dr. Alice Collins.

I would appreciate it ifyou would return this pennission to me by' ,

Thank you for your consideration ofthis request.

Yours sincerely,

Joanne Morris
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Mr. Colin Forward. District Administrator, District 7

Ms. Gail Gosse, Associate District Administrator, District 7
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_________'hereby give my pennission to Ms. Joanne Morris to

conduct a research study on rdlective thinking with students in the Diploma of Applied

Arts in Early Childhood Education program delivered from Prince Philip Drive, District 7

ofthe College oftbc North Atlantic. The study will take place from April through July

1998. All information is str1ctlyconfidential and no individual will be identified.

Date Signature
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